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Abstract

Many biological tissues, such as wood and bone, are fiber composites with a hierarchical struc-
ture. Their exceptional mechanical properties are believed to be due to a functional adaptation of
the structure at all levels of hierarchy. This article reviews the basic principles involved in designing
hierarchical biological materials, such as cellular and composite architectures, adapative growth and
as well as remodeling. Some examples that are found to utilize these strategies include wood, bone,
tendon, and glass sponges – all of which are discussed.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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1. Introduction

Biological materials are omnipresent in the world around us. They are the main constit-
uents in plant and animal bodies and have a diversity of functions. A fundamental func-
tion is obviously mechanical providing protection and support for the body. But biological
materials may also serve as ion reservoirs (bone is a typical example), as chemical barriers
(like cell membranes), have catalytic function (such as enzymes), transfer chemical into
kinetic energy (such as the muscle), etc. The present review article will focus on materials
with a primarily (passive) mechanical function: cellulose tissues (such as wood), collagen
tissues (such as tendon or cornea), mineralized tissues (such as bone, dentin and glass
sponges). The main goal is to give an introduction to the current knowledge of the struc-
ture in these materials and how these structures relate to their (mostly mechanical) func-
tions. Muscle, which has an active mechanical function, will not be discussed nor will the
areas of fluid flow (blood circulation, for instance), friction and tribology (such as in artic-
ulations), or joining (attachment systems in insects, for instance), despite their obvious
relation to mechanics. Hence, the view on Nature will be very much the one of a Materials
Scientist interested in (bulk) structural materials.

Moreover, the article will not attempt to give an exhaustive review of structural details
and mechanical properties of the materials covered. The emphasis will rather be on struc-
tural principles, on mechanisms for deformation and on functional adaptation. In partic-
ular, the aspect of functional adaptation is of interest for the Materials Scientist since
Nature has developed a large number of ingenious solutions which still wait to be discov-
ered and serve as a source of inspiration [1]. This subject was pioneered by Schwendener
[2] and D’Arcy Wentworth Thomson in the classical book from 1917 (revised and rep-
rinted in 1942) ‘‘On Growth and Form’’, which has been republished almost a century
later [3]. This early text mostly relates the ‘‘form’’ (or shape) of biological objects to their
function. A similar approach specifically focusing on trees has been pursued in the book
by Mattheck and Kubler [4], with the specific aim to extract useful engineering principles
from their observations. Adapting the form (of a whole part or organ, such as a branch or
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a vertebra) is one aspect of functional adaptation. A second, which relates more directly to
Materials Science, is the functional adaptation of the microstructure of the material itself
(such as the wood in the branch or the bone in the vertebra). This dual optimization of the
part’s form and of the material’s microstructure is well known for any engineering prob-
lem. However, in natural materials shape and microstructure are intimately related due to
their common origin, which is the growth of the organ. This aspect has been discussed in
detail by Jeronimidis in his introductory chapters to a book on ‘‘Structural Biological
Materials’’ [5]. Growth implies that ‘‘form’’ and ‘‘microstructure’’ are created in the same
process. The shape of a branch is created by the assembly of molecules to cells, and of cells
to wood with a specific shape. Hence, at every size level, the branch is both form and mate-
rial – the structure becomes hierarchical.

Textbooks on hierarchical biological materials include an overview by Currey [6] and
the compilation of articles edited by Cowin [7] on structure and mechanical properties
of bone. More general introductions to the behavior of biological materials can be found,
e.g., in the books by Vincent [8] or Wainwright et al. [9]. Niklas gives an introduction to
the relation between form and function in plants [10] (see also [11] and other articles of this
special issue), and Mattheck specifically focuses on trees [12]. An interesting compilation
of articles about the mechanical optimization in Nature can be found in [13]. Gibson and
Ashby cover the aspect of cellular structure found in many natural materials (such as
wood, cork, trabecular bone, etc.) in their textbook on cellular solids [14]. Main ideas
about composite materials can be found in [15,16]. One of the main driving forces in study-
ing biological materials from the viewpoint of Materials Science is to use the discovered
natural structures and processes as inspiration for developing new materials. Large sur-
veys have been carried out on this topic, for instance in the United States [17] or in France
[18]. Terms such as ‘‘bionics’’ or ‘‘biomimetics’’ [19–23] are sometimes used for this new
approach in Chemistry, Materials Science or Engineering. Textbooks, such as the ones
on ‘‘Bionics’’ by Nachtigall [24], on ‘‘Design’’ by French [25] or on ‘‘Biomineralization’’
by Mann [26] address these issues more or less directly.

It is not evident at all that the lessons learned from hierarchical biological materials will
be applicable immediately to the design of new engineering materials. The reason arises
from striking differences between the design strategies common in Engineering and those
used by Nature (see Fig. 1). These differences are contributed by the different sets of ele-
ments used by Nature and the Engineer – with the Engineer having a greater choice of ele-
ments to choose from in the ‘‘toolbox’’. Elements such as iron, chromium, nickel, etc. are
very rare in biological tissues and are certainly not used in metallic form as, for example, in
steels. Iron is found in red blood cells as an individual ion bound to the protein hemoglo-
bin: its function is certainly not mechanical but rather chemical, to bind oxygen. Most of
the structural materials used by Nature are polymers or composites of polymers and cera-
mic particles. Such materials would not be the first choice of an engineer who intends to
build very stiff and long-lived mechanical structures. Nevertheless, Nature makes the best
out of the limitations in the chemical environment, adverse temperatures and uses poly-
mers and composites to build trees and skeletons [27–29]. Another major difference
between materials from Nature and the Engineer is in the way they are made. While the
Engineer selects a material to fabricate a part according to an exact design, Nature goes
the opposite direction and grows both the material and the whole organism (a plant or
an animal) using the principles of (biologically controlled) self-assembly. Moreover,
biological structures are even able to remodel and adapt to changing environmental



Fig. 1. Biological and engineering materials are governed by a very different choice of base elements and by a
different mode of fabrication. From this are resulting different strategies for materials choice and development
(under the arrow). See also [22].
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conditions during their whole lifetime. This control over the structure at all levels of hier-
archy is certainly the key to the successful use of polymers and composites as structural
materials.

Different strategies in designing a material result from the two paradigms of ‘‘growth’’
and ‘‘fabrication’’ are shown in Fig. 1. In the case of engineering materials, a machine part
is designed and the material is selected according to the functional prerequisites taking into
account possible changes in those requirements during service (e.g. typical or maximum
loads, etc.) and considering fatigue and other lifetime issues of the material. Here the strat-
egy is a static one, where a design is made in the beginning and must satisfy all needs dur-
ing the lifetime of the part. The fact that natural materials are growing rather than being
fabricated leads to the possibility of a dynamic strategy. Taking a leaf as an example, it is
not the exact design that is stored in the genes, but rather a recipe to build it. This means
that the final result is obtained by an algorithm instead of copying an exact design. This
approach allows for flexibility at all levels. Firstly, it permits adaptation to changing func-
tion during growth. A branch growing into the wind may grow differently than against the
wind without requiring any change in the genetic code. Secondly, it allows the growth of
hierarchical materials, where the microstructure at each position of the part is adapted to
the local needs [5]. Functionally graded materials are examples of materials with hierarchi-
cal structure. Biological materials use this principle and the functional grading found in
Nature may be extremely complex. Thirdly, the processes of growth and ‘‘remodeling’’
(this is a combination of growth and removal of old material) allow a constant renewal
of the material, thus reducing problems of material fatigue. A change in environmental
conditions can be (partially) compensated for by adapting the form and microstructure
to new conditions. One may think about what happens to the growth direction of a tree
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after a small land-slide occurs [4,30]. In addition to adaptation, growth and remodeling,
processes occur which enable healing allowing for self-repair in biological materials.

These differences between the ‘‘growth’’ and ‘‘fabrication’’ paradigms will be a guiding
idea throughout this paper. Hierarchical structure will be discussed in Section 2 with a
number of examples. Bone and wood are chosen as prototypes of stiff materials for
mechanical applications; one from the animal world and the other from the world of
plants. Collagen in tendons is used to illustrate a hierarchical polymeric fiber composite.
Sections 3 and 4 will focus on two wide-spread construction principles found in many nat-
ural hierarchical materials; the cellular structure (mostly in the micrometer to millimeter
range) (see also [31]) and the composite structure (mostly in the nanometer to micrometer
range). Section 5 will address the processes which enable the functional adaptation of bio-
logical materials.

2. Structural hierarchies in biological materials

Many biological materials are structured in a hierarchical way over many length scales.
The following are three hierarchically structured biogenic tissues with entirely different
chemical compositions: the wood cell wall, an almost pure polymeric composite, the skel-
eton of a glass sponge, which is composed of almost pure silica mineral, and bone, an
organic–inorganic composite consisting of roughly half polymer and half mineral.

2.1. Wood

At the macroscopic level, spruce wood can be considered as a cellular solid, mainly
composed of parallel hollow tubes, the wood cells. As an example, the hierarchical struc-
ture of spruce wood is shown in Fig. 2. The wood cells are clearly visible in Fig. 2a and
they have a thicker cell wall in latewood (LW) than in earlywood (EW), within each
annual ring. The cell wall is a fiber composite made of cellulose microfibrils embedded into
a matrix of hemicelluloses and lignin [32].

The cellulose fibrils wind around the tube-like wood cells at an angle called the micro-
fibril angle (MFA, see Figs. 2 and 3, often denoted by l). The detailed distribution of fibril
directions in the cell is shown in Fig. 3. These data are obtained by microdiffraction, scan-
ning an X-ray beam of 2 lm diameter over a cell cross-section (in steps of 2 lm) and mea-
suring a diffraction pattern at every position on the specimen [34]. X-ray patterns turn out
to be anisotropic and even asymmetric due to the non-standard diffraction geometry
(Fig. 3, left). This asymmetry can be used to determine the orientation of the cellulose
fibrils. An arrow corresponding to the projection of the unit vector following the fibril
direction is shown in Fig. 3(right) at each point where a diffraction pattern is collected
and the convention is that the vectors point out of the image plane. It is clearly visible that
cellulose fibrils in each of the adjacent cells run according to a right-handed helix. The spa-
tial resolution of this experiment is such that only the main cell-wall layer (called S2,
Fig. 4) is imaged.

A more detailed three-dimensional sketch of the cell-wall structure of spruce, based on
electron microscopy [32], X-ray diffraction [34] and AFM-results [35,36], is given in Fig. 4.
Typically, the cell-wall consists of several layers (S1, S2, . . .), where the S2 is by far the
thickest. While the cellulose microfibrils in the S1-layer run at almost 90� to the cell axis
[32,37], the cellulose microfibrils in the S2 layer are more parallel to it (with microfibril



Fig. 2. Hierarchical structure of spruce wood. (a) Cross-section through the stem showing the succession of
earlywood (EW) and latewood (LW) within an annual ring. Due to a reduction in cell diameter and an increased
thickness of the cell walls, latewood is denser than earlywood. The width of the annual rings varies widely
depending on climatic conditions during each particular year. (b) Scanning electron microscopic pictures of
fracture surfaces of spruce wood with two different microfibril angles. One of the wood cells (tracheids) is drawn
schematically showing the definition of the microfibril angle between the spiraling cellulose fibrils and the tracheid
axis. (c) Sketch of the (crystalline part) of a cellulose microfibril (from [33] with permission).

Fig. 3. X-ray microdiffraction experiment with a 2 lm thick section of spruce wood embedded in resin (from
[34]). Left: typical XRD-patterns from the crystalline part of the cellulose fibrils. Each pattern has been taken
with a 2 lm wide X-ray beam at the European Synchrotron Radiation Source, ESRF. In the middle, the
diffraction patterns are drawn side by side as they were measured reproducing several wood cells in cross-section.
The asymmetry of the patterns in the enlargement (far left) can be used to determine the local orientation of
cellulose fibrils in the cell wall (denoted by arrows). The arrows are plotted in the right image with the convention
that they represent the projection of a vector parallel to the fibrils onto the plane of the cross-section revealing a
right-handed helix structure (from [33] with permission).
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angles ranging from 0� to about 45�). The cellulose microfibrils have a thickness of about
2.5 nm in spruce [38] (and a somewhat larger diameter in other wood or cellulose-rich tis-
sues [32,39]), and are embedded in a matrix of hemicelluloses and lignin. It is probable that
the arrangement of cellulose fibrils constitutes sub-layers L1,L2, . . . ,Ln, as sketched in
Fig. 4 [35]. Other evidence points toward a more random arrangement of the cellulose
fibrils in the cell-wall cross-section [40]. The lateral separation of neighboring cellulose
microfibrils depends on the degree of hydration of the cell wall [41].

The typical variation of the cellulose tilt angle from one cell to the next is shown in
Fig. 5. The nearly 90� orientation of the cellulose in the cell-wall layer S1 is clearly visible.

In summary, wood can be regarded as a cellular material at the scale of hundred
micrometers to centimeters. Parameters which can be varied at this hierarchical level
(and, therefore, used for adaptation to biological and mechanical needs) are the diameter
and shape of the cell cross-section, as well as the thickness of the cell wall. In particular,
the ratio of cell-wall thickness to cell diameter is directly related to the apparent density of
wood which, in turn is an important determinant of the performance of light weight struc-
tures (see discussion in Sections 3.2 and 6.1). The stem is further organized in annual rings
with alternating layers of thin- and thick-walled cells. This creates a fairly complex struc-
ture with layers of alternating density. At the lower hierarchical level, the complexity
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increases even further since the wall of individual cells is a fiber composite. As will be dis-
cussed in Section 4.3, the orientation of the cellulose fibril direction (microfibril angle, see
Figs. 2–4) with respect to the cell axis has a major influence on the mechanical properties
of the tissue as a whole, and – depending on the (biological or mechanical) needs – the
microfibril angle can be adjusted locally.
2.2. Bone

The hierarchical structure of bone has been described in a number of reviews [46–48].
Starting from the macroscopic structural level, bones can have quite diverse shapes depend-
ing on their respective function. Several examples are shown in Fig. 6. Long bones, such as
the femur or the tibia, are found in our extremities and provide stability against bending
and buckling. In other cases, for instance for the vertebra or the head of the femur, the
applied load is mainly compressive. In such cases, the bone shell can be filled with a
‘‘spongy’’ material called trabecular or cancellous bone (see Fig. 7). The walls of tube-like
long bones and the walls surrounding trabecular bone regions are called cortical bone. The
cortical bone shell (found at the outer surface of each bone) can reach a thickness between
several tenths of a millimeter (in vertebra) to several millimeters or even centimeters (in the
mid-shaft of long bones). The thickness of the struts in the ‘‘spongy’’ trabecular bone
(Fig. 7, bottom) is fairly constant between one and three hundred micrometers.

Typical structures found at lower hierarchical levels in bone are shown in Fig. 8.
Cortical bone is usually fairly dense with a porosity in the order of 6%, mainly due to



Fig. 7. Certain bones (or parts of bones), such as the vertebra or the femoral head, are filled with a spongy
structure called trabecular bone. The struts (or trabeculae) have a thickness in the order of a few hundred
micrometers.

Fig. 6. Bones with different function differ strongly in shape. Long bones (such as the femur, left) provide stability
against bending and buckling. Short bones (such as the vertebra, center) provide stability against compression
(along the vertical axis, in the case of the vertebra). Plate-like bones (such as the skull, right) protect vital organs.
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the presence of blood vessels. They are surrounded by concentric layers of material, visible
in Fig. 8b as a halo around each blood vessel. The blood vessel with its surrounding mate-
rial is called an osteon and one such osteon is marked with ‘‘O’’ in Fig. 8b. The pictures of
Fig. 8b and c are obtained by back-scattered electron imaging which yields grey-levels
depending on the local calcium mineral content [49,50]. Lighter areas indicate more den-
sely mineralized regions. Trabecular bone has a porosity in the order of 80% and can be
considered as a foam-like network of bone trabeculae (Fig. 8c). The typical thickness of
the trabeculae is about 200 lm with an orientation that depends on the load distribution
in the bone. Beside the larger holes corresponding to blood vessels, a large number of



Fig. 8. Hierarchical structure of bone in the human femur. A section across the femur (a) reveals its tube-like
structure with the walls made of cortical (or compact) bone, labeled ‘‘C’’ in the figure. The femoral head is filled
with trabecular (or cancellous) bone, labeled ‘‘S’’. Below, back-scattered electron images of both cortical (b) and
cancellous bone (c) with the same scale in both images. The grey-level indicates the proportion of back-scattered
electrons and is a measure for the local content of calcium phosphate mineral. In living bone the smaller holes
(one of them marked in (b) and (c) by a black arrow) contain osteocytes. The scanning electron image in (d)
reveals the lamellar arrangement and shows a hole formerly occupied by an osteocyte (‘‘OC’’). The white arrow
indicates a canaliculus connecting osteocytes. The inset shows a pack of mineralized collagen fibrils sticking out of
a fracture surface, thus revealing the fibrous character of the material. Scanning electron micrographs used in this
figure were kindly given to the authors by Paul Roschger (Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Osteology, Vienna,
Austria) (from [48] with permission).
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smaller black spots can be observed in Fig. 8b and c (two marked by arrows). These are
the remnants of bone cells called osteocytes, living completely encased in bone material
and connected to each other and to the exterior by thin channels called canaliculi. A com-
mon hypothesis is that the osteocytes sense the mechanical deformation of bone and thus,
play a crucial role in the permanent adaptation process of bone (see Section 6.2) The struts
(or trabeculae) of trabecular bone (Fig. 8c) show some osteocyte lacunae (arrow), how-
ever, they generally do not contain osteons (which would normally be larger than the
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thickness of individual trabeculae). The trabeculae are fully surrounded by bone marrow
which contains blood and therefore, the nutrients needed by the osteocytes inside the bone
material as well as by the bone cells sitting on the surface of trabeculae. Fig. 8d reveals a
lamellar structure which is a very common motif in bone material. Indeed, bone is a com-
posite of collagen fibers reinforced with calcium phosphate particles. Based on scanning
and transmission electron microscopy, it has been proposed that the arrangement in lamel-
lar bone corresponds to a rotated plywood structure, where the fibers are parallel within a
thin sub-layer and where the fiber direction rotates around an axis perpendicular to the
layers [51,52]. Examples for lamellar bone are osteons in cortical bone [53,54] (see Section
4.2). The origin of the rotated plywood structure could be a twisted-nematic (or chole-
steric) liquid crystalline arrangement of collagen [55–57]. A twisted plywood structure
has also been reported for teleost scales [58]. The arrangement of mineral particles in
human trabecular bone, based on position-resolved pole-figure analysis [59] and scanning
small-angle scattering [60–62] appears to be somewhat different compared to cortical
lamellar bone. The particle arrangement does not reflect a rotated plywood structure (such
as in cortical bone), but rather corresponds to a fiber texture, where all the mineral plate-
lets are arranged parallel to a common direction (corresponding to the fiber direction of
collagen). This common direction exhibits some distribution and is defined roughly within
±30� [59].

At the lower levels of hierarchy, bone is a composite of collagen and mineral nanopar-
ticles made of carbonated hydroxyapatite. Structure and properties have been reviewed
recently [48]. The organic matrix of bone consists of collagen and a series of non-collage-
neous proteins and lipids. Some 85–90% of the total bone protein consists of collagen
fibrils [63]. The mineralized collagen fibril of about 100 nm in diameter is the basic build-
ing block of the bone material (the inset in Fig. 8d clearly reveals the fibrillar nature of the
tissue in a fracture surface). The fibrils consist of an assembly of 300 nm long and 1.5 nm
thick collagen molecules, which are deposited by the osteoblasts (bone forming cells) into
the extracellular space and then self-assemble into fibrils. Adjacent molecules with the
fibrils are staggered along the axial direction by D � 67 nm, generating a characteristic
pattern of gap zones with 35 nm length and overlap zones with 32 nm length within the
fibril [64] (Figs. 9 and 11). This banded structure of the fibril was demonstrated by
TEM methods [65] and by neutron scattering [66]. Collagen fibrils are filled and coated
67 nm
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particles with

thickness = 2 - 4 nm

collagen molecules
triple-helices, 
300 nm long
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Fig. 9. The mineral crystals are arranged parallel to each other and parallel to the collagen fibrils in the bone
composite, in a regularly repeating, staggered arrangement [65,67,83]. The staggering of the crystals is most likely
due to the nucleation of mineral particles inside the gap zone of collagen fibrils (see Fig. 11).
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by tiny mineral crystals. These crystals are mainly flat plates [67] and are mostly arranged
parallel to each other and to the long axis of the collagen fibrils. Crystals occur at regular
intervals along the fibrils, with an approximate repeat distance of 67 nm [68], which cor-
responds to the distance by which adjacent collagen molecules are staggered (Fig. 9). Crys-
tal formation is triggered by collagen or – more likely – by other non-collageneous
proteins acting as nucleation centers [69]. After nucleation, the crystals are elongated, typ-
ically plate-like [67,70,71], but extremely thin and they grow in thickness later [62,72]. In
bone tissue from several different mammalian and non-mammalian species, bone mineral
crystals have a thickness of 1.5–4.5 nm [48,72–77]. The size and shape of mineral particles
in bone tissue are mainly analyzed by transmission electron microscopy [65,67,71,78] and
small-angle X-ray scattering [60,72,77,79–81]. The basic hydroxyapatite mineral of bone –
Ca5(PO4)3OH – often contains other elements that replace either the calcium ions or the
phosphate or hydroxyl groups, one of the most common occurrences being the replace-
ment of the phosphate group by a carbonate group [46,48]. In addition to crystals embed-
ded in fibrils, there is also extrafibrillar mineral [76], which probably coats the 50–200 nm
thick collagen fibrils [82].

Neutron scattering experiments [84] also showed that the equatorial spacing between
collagen molecules, d, is about 1.6 nm in non-mineralized wet fibrils, whereas in dried con-
ditions the spacing of the molecules is reduced to 1.1 nm. In mineralized wet bone, an
intermediate d value of 1.25 nm was found. Comparison of computer modeling and SAXS
experiments confirmed the process of closer packing of the collageneous molecules when
clusters of mineral crystals replace the water within the fibril [79]. Fig. 10 illustrates this
scenario: When the packing density of molecules increases due to water loss from drying,
the typical lateral spacing between molecules in the fibrils decreases from about 1.6 to
1.1 nm (Fig. 10a–c). If the water in Fig. 10a is replaced by mineral, the results may be a
situation such as shown schematically in Fig. 10d. The growing mineral particles compress
the molecule packets between them, effectively reducing the molecular spacing to the value
Fig. 10. Equatorial diffuse X-ray scattering peak showing the spacing of collagen molecules as a function of water
content (decreasing from fully wet in (a) to fully dry in (b)). The black circles symbolize collagen molecules in the
cross-section of a fibril. q is the number of collagen molecules per unit surface in the fibril cross-section. The
mineral particles are elongated in the direction perpendicular to the page plane (which corresponds to the
horizontal axis in Fig. 9) and are needle or plate shaped. Note that the number of molecules in (d) is about the
same as in the fully wet case (a). The average spacing d between molecules as determined from the peak of the X-
ray scattering data is about the same in mineralized and in dry fibrils [79].
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in dry tendon. The peak at 1.1 nm is, however, much lower and broader in the fully min-
eralized fibril (Fig. 10d) than in a dry fibril (Fig. 4c), because the size of the islands with
dense packing of collagen molecules is much smaller. Hence, the mineralized fibril has an
average density of collagen molecules similar to the wet fibrils, but a typical molecular
spacing similar to the dry fibril.

Collagen type I is a major constituent not only of bone but of many biological tissues,
including tendon, ligaments, skin or cornea. As already mentioned, collagen molecules
are triple helices with a length of about 300 nm. Collagen molecules assemble within the cell
to form triple helices. After excretion, the globular ends are cleaved off by enzymes and the
300 nm long triple-helical (apart from short telopeptide ends) molecules remain [85,86].
These molecules then undergo a self-assembly process leading to a staggered arrangement
of parallel molecules (Fig. 11), with a periodicity of D = 67 nm. Gap regions appear as a
consequence of this staggered arrangement of collagen molecules within fibrils [64,87,88]
since the length of the molecules (300 nm) is not an integer multiple of the staggering period
D. Hence, molecules have a length of a little less than 5D periods (5 · 67 nm = 335 nm),
leaving a gap of about 35 nm to the next molecule in axial direction (Fig. 11). Collagen
molecules within fibrils are joined by just a few covalent cross-links, which mature with
age [89].

Finally, the collagen I molecule is a large protein with a highly repetitive amino acid
sequence based on –Gly–X–Y– (where Gly is glycine and X, Y are often proline and
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hydroxyproline) [90–92]. This repetitive sequence allows three polypeptide chains (called a
chains; type I collagen is composed of two a1 and one a2 chains) to fold into a triple-helical
structure. The two chains are similar but not identical. Proline and hydroxyproline are the
only amino acids where the residue connects back to the nitrogen on the polypeptide chain
(see Fig. 12d) thus hindering the rotation between adjacent residues in the chain.

2.3. Glass sponge skeletons

Glass is widely used as a building material in the biological world despite its fragility
[93–101]. Organisms have evolved means to effectively reinforce this inherently brittle
material. It has been shown that spicules in siliceous sponges exhibit exceptional flexibility
and toughness compared with brittle synthetic glass rods of similar length scales [93,95].
The mechanical protection of diatom cells is suggested to arise from the increased strength
of their silica frustules [94]. Structural and optical properties of individual spicules of the
glass sponge Euplectella, a deep-sea, sediment-dwelling sponge from the Western Pacific
are recently described [96–99]. Not only do these spicules have optical properties compa-
rable to man-made optical fibers, but they are also structurally resistant. The individual
spicules are, however, just one structural level in a highly sophisticated, nearly purely min-
eral skeleton of this siliceous sponge.

Fig. 13a is a photograph of the entire skeletal system obtained from Euplectella sp.,
showing the intricate, cylindrical cage-like structure (20–25 cm long, 2–4 cm in diameter)
with lateral (so-called, oscular) openings (1–3 mm in diameter). The diameter of the cylin-
der and the size of the oscular openings gradually increase from the bottom to the top of
the structure. The basal segment of Euplectella is anchored into the soft sediments of the



Fig. 13. Structural analysis of the mineralized skeletal system of Euplectella (from [97]): (a) Photograph of the
entire skeleton, showing cylindrical glass cage. Scale bar (SB) 1 cm; (b) Fragment of the cage structure, showing
the square grid lattice of vertical and horizontal struts with diagonal elements arranged in a ‘‘chess-board’’
manner. SB 5 mm; (c) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) showing that each strut (enclosed by a bracket) is
composed of bundled multiple spicules (the arrow indicates the long axis of the skeletal lattice). SB 100 lm; (d)
SEM of a fractured and partially HF-etched single beam revealing its ceramic fiber-composite structure. SB
20 lm; (e) SEM of the HF-etched junction area showing that the lattice is cemented with laminated silica layers.
SB 25 lm; (f) Contrast-enhanced SEM image of a cross-section through one of the spicular struts revealing that
they are composed of a wide range of different-sized spicules surrounded by a laminated silica matrix. SB 10 lm;
(g) SEM of a cross-section through a typical spicule in a strut showing its characteristic laminated architecture.
SB 5 lm; (h) SEM of a fractured spicule, revealing an organic interlayer. SB 1 lm; (i) Bleaching of biosilica
surface reveals its consolidated nanoparticulate nature. SB 500 nm.
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sea floor and is loosely connected to the rigid cage structure, which is exposed to ocean
currents and supports the living portion of the sponge responsible for filtering and metab-
olite trapping [100]. The characteristic sizes and construction mechanisms of the Euplec-

tella sp. skeletal system are expected to be fine-tuned for these functions.
At the macroscale, the cylindrical structure is reinforced by external ridges that extend

perpendicular to the surface of the cylinder and spiral the cage at an angle of 45� (shown
by arrows in Fig. 13b). The pitch of the external ridges decreases from the basal to the
top portion of the cage. The surface of the cylinder consists of a regular square lattice com-
posed of a series of cemented vertical and horizontal struts (Fig. 13b), each consisting of
bundled spicules aligned parallel to one another (Fig. 13c), with diagonal elements posi-
tioned in every second square cell. Cross-sectional analyses of these beams at the microm-
eter scale reveal that they are composed of collections of silica spicules (5–50 lm in
diameter) embedded in a layered silica matrix (Fig. 13d–f). Higher solubility of the cement
when treated with hydrofluoric acid (HF), compared to the underlying spicules, suggests
that the cement is composed of more hydrated silica (Fig. 13d and e). The constituent spic-
ules have a concentric lamellar structure with the layer thickness decreasing from ca. 1.5 lm
at the center of the spicule to ca. 0.2 lm at the spicule periphery (Fig. 13g). These layers are
arranged in a cylindrical fashion around a central proteinaceous filament and are separated
from one another by organic interlayers (Fig. 13h). Etching of spicule layers and the sur-
rounding cement showed that at the nanoscale the fundamental construction unit consists
of consolidated hydrated silica nanoparticles (50–200 nm in diameter) (Fig. 13i).



Fig. 14. Spatial variation of the nanoindentation modulus in glass layers of a spicule of M. chuni (from [96]).
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Another example of biogenic glass with outstanding mechanical properties is the spicule
of M. chuni which can be several meters long [96]. This spicule is also made of concentric, a
few micrometer thick glass layers separated by much thinner protein layers (Fig. 14). The
glass itself is colloidal and is half as stiff (see Fig. 14) as technical quartz glass, with a
Young’s modulus in the range of 80 GPa [96]. The layered structure of the glass deviates
cracks (Fig. 14) and, therefore contributes to the extraordinary fracture resistance of those
spicules.

3. Anisotropic cellular structures

3.1. Natural cellular structures and Wolff’s law

The use of cellular structures allows a material to have good mechanical properties at
low weight [14]. Nature adopts this advantageous strategy on numerous occasions in bio-
logical systems like wood, bone, cork, plant stems, glass sponges, and bird beaks. In sit-
uations where there is a preferred loading direction, like the vertical direction of gravity
in a tree trunk or along the spine in human vertebral bone, the cellular structure is
arranged in a specific way to make a more efficient use of its material. Although, for exam-
ple, the structure of trabecular bone inside a human vertebra visually resembles food
foams like meringues, they enclose in their structures mechanical ideas that humans use
in the construction of gothic cathedrals or truss structures like the Eiffel tower, i.e., placing
the material at positions where it is mechanically needed. In its most sophisticated form,
natural cellular structures are even able to adapt their architectures to changing mechan-
ical environments (see Section 6 for a detailed discussion).

The influencing factors for the mechanical performance of a cellular structure are
apparent density, the architecture and the underlying material properties [14] (in case of
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‘‘dynamic’’ cellular structures like trabecular bone also remodeling parameters have to be
considered [102]). Although not the case in natural cellular structures, in model calcula-
tions the material properties are typically assumed to be as simple as possible, i.e., a linear
elastic and isotropic material. The apparent density is defined as the ratio between the den-
sity of the cellular solid and the density of the material, q*/qs (with the star (*) referring to
properties of the overall cellular solid, and the subscript s to the material), which is equiv-
alent to the volume fraction the material occupies. The main influencing factors referring
to the structure can be characterized as ‘‘how much material is there’’ (density) and ‘‘how
this material is arranged’’ (architecture). Studying regular cellular structures and assuming
a prevalent mode of deformation and failure, respectively, Gibson and Ashby [14,31]
obtained simple power-law relations between the density of the cellular solid and its
mechanical properties, i.e. elastic modulus E* and strength r*,

E�

Es

¼ CE
q�

qs

� �mE

and
r�

rs

¼ Cr
q�

qs

� �mr

: ð1Þ

For a three-dimensional cellular structure they predict that the exponent for the elastic
modulus is equal to 3 when bending is the prevalent mode of deformation. For strength,
the predicted exponent should equal 2 when assuming failure by elastic buckling, while
failure by the formation of plastic hinges or by brittle crushing results in an exponent
mr = 3/2. Differences in the architecture should only enter in the prefactors CE and Cr,
respectively. The influence of architecture is explored using rapid prototyping techniques
to produce cellular polymer structures all with the same density, but different regular
architecture [103] (Fig. 15). Compression testing of the samples reveal a variation in stiff-
ness and strength by a factor of three, while the ratio between them was nearly constant in
agreement with the above considerations, r�

E� ¼
Cr
CE
¼ const.

Beside completely regular cellular structures, random cellular structures and their struc-
ture–property relationships are also of interest, in particular due to their high technolog-
ical importance (see e.g. [104] for aluminum foams and [105] for cellular ceramics).
Fig. 15. Pictures of the deformed structures in a compression test and corresponding stress strain curve. The
structures made of polyamide had a side length of 5 cm; G–A Gibson–Ashby structure [14], sc simple cubic, tsc
translated simple cubic, bcc body centered cubic, rbcc reinforced bcc (from [103] with permission).



Fig. 16. Trabecular architecture in the mid-frontal section of the proximal femur (left). To the right comparison
between a sketch of the trabeculae by the anatomist Meyer and the trajectories of principal stresses in a crane
model analyzed by Culmann in the second haft of the 19th century (adapted from [107]).
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Classical theoretical models to produce random cellular solids use Voronoi tessellations
or level-cut Gaussian random fields [16,106]. Tests of open-cell random cellular solids
of low density using the finite-element method also resulted in a power law of elastic mod-
ulus as a function of density Eq. (1), but exponents vary in a wide range between 1.3 and 3
[106].

The architecture of many natural cellular solids is neither completely regular nor ran-
dom. The arrangement of the bone material inside a human femur is a beautiful example
of an anisotropic cellular architecture (Fig. 16). The comparison of an anatomist’s sketch
of the course of the trabeculae with an engineer’s calculation of the stress trajectories in a
similarly shaped crane under comparable loading (Fig. 16) demonstrate striking similari-
ties. It is ‘‘obvious’’ that the specific trabecular orientation fulfils a mechanical function,
but after more than 100 years a stringent formulation of the mechanical principle to
explain the trabecular architecture is still missing. The original formulation of the so-called
Wolff’s law which states that the trabeculae embody the stress trajectories does not make
sense [108]. This formulation is based on a comparison of two conceptually different
objects, the real cellular bone structure and a continuous elastic object of the same shape,
both loaded in the same way. The appearance of a good agreement (Fig. 16) stems to a
large part from selecting the ‘‘right’’ stress trajectories from the infinite number of stress
trajectories [108]. A lot of research focused on finding an optimization principle that bone
follows, or in a more elegant formulation it was asked: ’’If bone is the answer, then what is
the question?’’ [107]. A major problem in all these studies is that bones are subjected to
varying loads in daily life, and details of these loads are still unknown. Since bone is a liv-
ing material which is constantly remodeled, the trabecular architecture can adapt itself to
changes in external loading. Instead of searching for global optimization principles, a
more appropriate approach seems to look for local regulation principles, which are based
on mechanical principles (see Section 6.2). From this point of view, the correspondence of
trabecular architecture and stress trajectories is only a by-product of a mechanically reg-
ulated renewing process [107].
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Recent technological progress allows new methods of investigating the structure–prop-
erty relations of natural cellular solids. Microcomputed tomography (l-CT), in particular
using synchrotron radiation, can be used to image the three-dimensional structure of tra-
becular bone non-destructively with a spatial resolution of a few micrometers. The com-
bination of these new imaging techniques with simultaneous mechanical testing seems
particularly promising [109]. The l-CT data can be used as input for a fabrication of a
(up-scaled) plastic model using rapid prototyping techniques or a computational finite-ele-
ment model. Using microfinite-element analyses and parallel supercomputers, the trabec-
ular load distribution inside a whole vertebra could be analyzed [110]. Both model
approaches, rapid prototyping and finite-element models share similar disadvantages
and advantages. They both neglect the complex material properties the cellular structure
is made of. This can be even seen as an advantage since it allows the separation of the
influence of material and architecture. While a mechanical test leading to fracture can
be performed, for example, on a real bone sample only once, mechanical testing on many
identical rapid prototyping models and in silico models enable a much more precise char-
acterization of the mechanical properties as a function of architecture.
3.2. The cellular structure of wood

In Section 2.1 spruce wood is introduced as a cellular solid consisting of long prismatic
cells, the tracheids (Fig. 2). The common orientation of the cells introduces a strong geo-
metric anisotropy which is also reflected in its mechanical properties. The stiffness and
strength of wood is much higher along the long axis of the cells than perpendicular to this
direction [111]. From simple regular arrays of honeycomb-shaped cells, one obtains for the
power-law relation Eq. (1) between elastic modulus and density an estimated exponent of
1 for on-axis loading, and 3 for perpendicular loading [14]. This different mechanical
behavior is well supported by mechanical test of wood of different apparent densities
[14]. A further result of the alignment of the tracheids is that wood has a lower compres-
sive than tensile strength. This strength asymmetry can be important, for example, in
wood in the stem loaded under compression. To compensate for this natural weakness,
the wood cells are under some natural tensile pre-stress [4], much like in the man-made
pre-stressed (but here compressive) reinforced concrete.

To motivate the cellular design of wood, a line of argumentation is used that will reap-
pear in more detail in Section 4.3. The function of the stem of a tree is to help the leaves be
exposed to sunlight. Therefore, the stem should be as high as possible, but with the lowest
amount of mass possible to minimize energetic costs [112,113]. These two requirements
come into conflict since the mechanical stability of the stem has to be guaranteed. For a
cylindrical stem of diameter D, height H and mass m, (see Fig. 30) and considering buck-
ling under the gravitational load of its own weight as a failure criterion, the classical Euler
criterion reads [114],

H < 2:8
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where the moment of inertia for a circular cross-section is I = pD4/64 and the mass
expressed as a function of density q* and volume, m = pD2Hq*/4. Eliminating the
diameter D, the stability criterion becomes,
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For a fixed given mass, the largest height (or equivalently, a given height with the lowest
value of the mass) of the cylindrical stem can be achieved with a material having a max-
imum value for the performance index E*/(q*)2 [111,115,116].

In Fig. 17, a schematic materials selection chart [117] is shown which relates the elastic
modulus, E, and the density, q, for some of the main classes of materials. Since both scales
are logarithmic, points with constant values of E/q2 fall on straight lines with slope 2.
Wood corresponds to the best possible choice for the purpose of building high columns
which do not buckle. Even though wood is itself a polymeric material, its mechanical per-
formance for this task is better than typical polymeric materials used in engineering. This
advantage in the performance index E/q2 results mainly from its low density (Fig. 17).
Using the above mentioned power law for the apparent elastic modulus E* with an expo-
nent mE = 1, the stability criterion reads,
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:

Due to the last term on the right, a tree as ‘‘cellular as possible’’, i.e., with the least amount
of wood material in a given volume would be best in bringing up the leaves to large
heights. Further optimization criteria for trees are discussed in Section 4.3.

3.3. Trabecular bone

Trabecular bone is the spongy type of bone, which is found in humans, for example, in
vertebral bodies and near the end of long bones (see Fig. 8). The porous space left free by
the bone material is filled with marrow and living cells. A typical dimension of the micro-
structure is defined by the thickness of one of the strut-like elements, a trabecula, which is
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about 200 lm. Although the material of a bone lamella is similar to cortical bone, its orga-
nization is not in cylindrical sheets forming ‘‘overlapping osteons’’ (see Section 4.2), but
rather in a simply layered structure forming ‘‘overlapping’’ bone packets as a result of
ongoing remodeling (see Section 6.2). The bone in a newly deposited packet is unmineral-
ized, with time it increases its mineral content, thereby changing the mechanical properties
from tough to stiff. On the hierarchical level of the tissue material trabecular bone there-
fore can be described as a patchwork of bone packets of different mineral content. This
material heterogeneity defined by a frequency distribution of the mineral content, how-
ever, remains almost unchanged in healthy humans [50]. On the level of the nanocompos-
ite between collagen fibrils and mineral particles it is shown that the main orientation of
both collagen fibrils and mineral particles follows quite closely the orientation of trabec-
ulae [59,60,62].

A better understanding of the mechanical properties of trabecular bone is of particular
importance regarding an assessment of bone fracture risk. Fractures, specifically in con-
nection with bone disorders like osteoporosis, occur frequently in regions of trabecular
bone, like spontaneous collapses of vertebrae or fracture of the femoral neck. In the fol-
lowing, stiffness, strength and damage properties of trabecular bone are reviewed.

During daily activities, the strains in bone are usually below 0.3%. In this strain range,
trabecular bone can be described approximately [118] as a linear elastic material. Visco-
elastic contributions have their origin in the viscous flow of the marrow in the pore space
and in the viscoelastic properties of the bone material itself. For physiological strain rates,
viscoelastic effects are small [119].

To define elastic properties on the level of a whole bone specimen, i.e., the apparent
level, trabecular bone is described as a continuum material, where the properties are
defined as the average over a representative volume. For trabecular bone the linear dimen-
sion of this representative volume should cover at least the lengths of five trabecular spac-
ings, i.e., roughly 3–5 mm [121]. The number of independent components of the stiffness
tensor, which relates the stress and strain tensor in a generalized Hooke’s law, depends
on the underlying symmetry of the material. Trabecular bone can be well described as
an orthotropic material, i.e., with only nine independent parameters [122]. In humans,
the on-axis apparent elastic modulus can vary over at least four orders of magnitude,
i.e., about 0.3–3000 MPa. Most of these strong variations can be understood on the basis
of different volume fraction of bone material. Even the overall morphology can change
being more plate-like at high volume fractions and more rod-like at low volume fractions
(see Fig. 18). Investigating trabecular bone from different sites in the human skeleton, the
data could be fitted by a power law (see Eq. (1)) with a common exponent slightly smaller
than 2, but the prefactors differed significantly between different anatomical sites. At a
given apparent density, specimens from the proximal tibia and trochanter had higher mod-
uli than those from the vertebral body [123]. A preferred orientation of the trabeculae can
be characterized by a fabric tensor. The fabric tensor is defined as a symmetric second rank
tensor and can therefore be visualized by an ellipsoid (Fig. 19). The ratio between the
eigen-values of the fabric tensor, i.e., between the principal radii of the ellipsoid, is a useful
quantity to describe the anisotropy in the bone structure. A standard way to define the
fabric is to calculate the mean intercept length when the bone structure is superimposed
with ‘‘grills’’ of different orientation (Fig. 19), but also alternative volume-based defini-
tions have been proposed [124,125]. Independent of its specific definition, the fabric and
mechanical principal directions are closely related [126]. Assuming orthotropic elasticity,



Fig. 19. Three-dimensional architecture of trabecular bone of a proximal tibia determined by microcomputed
tomography (left) (by courtesy of P. Saparin, ESA project MAP AO-99-030). The architecture is superimposed
with a linear grid (white lines) with different orientation (here only shown for a two-dimensional cross-section,
grid rotated by an angle a). From the length of the intercepts between grid and bone structure the mean intercept
length is calculated. A plot of the mean intercept length as a function of the grid orientation can be well fitted by
an ellipsoid, which represents a second-rank fabric tensor.

Fig. 18. Different architectures of trabecular bone for varying bone volume fractions: (a) rod-like, (b) rod-plate-
like and (c) plate-like. For better visibility rods are colored in blue, plates in red (from [120] with permission).
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a relationship between the stiffness tensor and the fabric tensor can be formulated, which
include a number of parameters which have to be determined from experiments [127,128].

Still unclear is the role of connectivity on the stiffness of trabecular bone. Studies using
microstructural finite-element modeling have found no relationship between stiffness and
connectivity [129,130]. Cellular solid theory, however predicts that connectivity plays an
important role in the switch from bending dominated architectures, which are soft to
much stiffer stretching dominated architectures. For three-dimensional cellular structures,
the node connectivity should be at least 12 to ensure tensile/compressive deformation in all
the struts [131]. In trabecular bone such high connectivities, for example, obtained by tra-
beculae connecting diagonally nodes in the structure, are not observed. Beside biological
reasons, the observations can be seen as a result of Wolff’s law. The trabeculae are oriented
in such a way to be loaded in either compressive or stretching modes.

The failure of trabecular bone is characterized by its strength. Due to a strong linear
correlation between elastic modulus and strength [132], the knowledge of the elastic
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properties can also be used to predict strength. In the following we restrict the discussion
to strength under uniaxial loading, for multiaxial loading criteria see e.g. [133]. Strength is
again an anisotropic property. Interestingly, the ratio between longitudinal and transverse
compressive strengths in human vertebral bone increases with the loss of bone mass asso-
ciated with ageing [134]. Concerning the strength-density relation for trabecular bone, a
good fit of the experimental data at different skeletal sites is obtained by a power law with
an exponent close to 2, although at a specific site, a linear fit seems similarly appropriate
[133,135]. According to cellular solid theory [14], an exponent of 2 indicates failure by elas-
tic buckling of struts. Using time-lapsed microcomputed tomographic imaging, such buck-
ling failure of individual trabeculae could be observed [136]. In contrast to the elastic
properties, the strength is asymmetric under compressive/tensile loading conditions with
a higher strength in compression than tension [137]. Since a similar behavior is known
to occur in cortical bone, the reason for this asymmetry in trabecular bone is assumed
to come from the material level. The failure behavior of trabecular bone becomes surpris-
ingly simple, when characterized by measures of strain instead of stress [138]. Already the
above mentioned strong correlation between strength and elastic modulus indicates a rel-
atively constant failure strain. The yield strain under tensile loading is independent of den-
sity around 0.8%, it is slightly higher in compression with a weak tendency to increase with
density [137] (Fig. 20). It was concluded that this uniformity of yield strains in trabecular
bone is again a manifestation of Wolff’s law, i.e., a highly oriented architecture that min-
imizes bending [139].

An important question in connection with osteoporotic bone fractures is how, for a
given trabecular architecture, strength is reduced through loss of bone mass. Two different
mechanisms of bone loss can be assumed: a uniform thinning of all the trabeculae or a
complete removal of individual struts. Different computational studies on idealized model
structures demonstrate that a random removal of struts is more detrimental to bone
strength than thinning of the struts [140–142]. It is also important to note the conse-
quences of this for treatments, in that a subsequent increase of bone mass to the original
Fig. 20. Comparison between the yield strain of trabecular bone of a human vertebra and a bovine tibia as a
function of apparent density. While the tensile yield strain is independent of density and anatomic site, the
compressive yield strain increases slightly with density. Note the small range of yield strains on the y-axis (from
[137] with permission).
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value by thickening the remaining struts (corresponding to a current successful drug ther-
apy) does not restore the mechanical properties [129,142]. This indicates that a preserva-
tion of the trabecular connectivity should be a major aim of future drug therapies.

When trabecular bone is loaded past its yield point, it shows a residual strain upon
unloading to zero stress. On reloading only for very small deformations is the initial mod-
ulus regained, but then develops a reduced value for both the elastic modulus and strength.
This degradation of mechanical properties can be interpreted as a measure of damage in
the specimen. A rather simple concept, also used in classical modeling approaches, is that
damage causes a loss of continuity in the material [143,144]. The reduction of the load-car-
rying area in the material leads to the observed degradation of modulus and strength.
Damage can result from high strains, called creep damage, which has to be distinguished
from fatigue damage resulting from an accumulation of damage at low strain amplitudes.
The clinical relevance of damage stems from the fact that isolated overloads and fatigue,
although not resulting in an immediate fracture, can lead as a later consequence to unex-
pected fractures in daily life activities. Different types of damage can be distinguished even
under the optical microscope: cracks of different orientation, shear bands and complete
trabecular fractures [145]. More advanced microscopic and spectroscopic techniques allow
a direct observation of crack initiation and propagation, see [146,147] for recent reviews.
However, the problem of a clear quantification of microdamage still remains open. The
fatigue behavior of human trabecular bone under compressive loading was investigated
as a function of applied stress amplitude and architecture. The number of cycles to failure
can be related to the applied stress normalized by the pre-fatigue elastic modulus by a
power law (Fig. 21) [148,149]. Taking into consideration architecture in the form of
eigen-values of the fabric tensor, a high correlation of a power-law relationship could
be obtained [150]. The observation that such different trabecular bone types like elderly
human vertebral and young bovine tibial show very similar fatigue behavior, lead the
authors to the conclusion that the dominant failure mechanism in trabecular bone for cyc-
lic loading occurs at the ultrastructural level [148].
Fig. 21. Relationship between the applied fatigue stresses normalized by the initial elastic modulus and the
number of cycles to failure for different studies. Current results refer to [150]. In all studies the samples were kept
in wet conditions, but sample geometry, stress frequency (around 2 Hz) and stress protocol (sine-shaped or
triangular shaped) were different (from [150] with permission).
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4. Building with fibers

Fibers are the most frequent motives in the design of natural materials. They can be
based on very different chemical substances, such as sugars, for example. Indeed, the poly-
saccharides cellulose and chitin are the most abundant polymers on earth. The first rein-
forces most plant cell walls and the second is found for example, in the carapaces of insects
[31]. Other types of strong fibers are based on proteins, such as collagen, keratin or silk.
The first is found, for example, in skin, tendons, ligaments and bone, the second in hair
or horn. Spider silk is among the toughest polymer filaments known to date [151,152].
Clearly, constructing with fibers requires a special design, as fibers are usually strong in
tension, but rather weak in compression (as they have a tendency to buckle). Such design
principles are well known in the engineering of fiber composites [15] and it is quite inter-
esting to see how Nature uses some of these principles to construct stiff and tough mate-
rials. Some examples are given below.
4.1. Tendon: hierarchies of structure – hierarchies of deformation

The hierarchical structure of tendon is summarized in Fig. 22. Tendon is based on the
same type of collagen fibrils as bone, with the difference that tendon is not normally min-
eralized (with some notable exceptions, like the mineralized turkey leg tendon [153–156]).
Collagen fibrils in tendons have a diameter of typically a few hundred nanometers and are
Fig. 22. (a) Simplified tendon structure: tendon is made of a number of parallel fascicles containing collagen
fibrils (marked F), which are assemblies of parallel molecules (marked M). (b) The tendon fascicle can be viewed
as a composite of collagen fibrils (having a thickness of several hundred nanometers and a length in the order of
10 lm) in a proteoglycan-rich matrix, subjected to a strain eT. (c) Some of the strain will be taken up by a
deformation of the proteoglycan (pg) matrix. The remaining strain, eF, is transmitted to the fibrils (F). (d) Triple-
helical collagen molecules (M) are packed within fibrils in a staggered way with an axial spacing of D = 67 nm,
when there is no load on the tendon. Since the length of the molecules (300 nm) is not an integer multiple of the
staggering period, there is a succession of gap (G) and overlap (O) zones. The lateral spacing of the molecules is
around 1.5 nm. The full three-dimensional arrangement is not yet fully clarified, but seems to contain both
regions of crystalline order and disorder [56,157,158]. The strain in the molecules, eM, may be different from the
strain in the fibril, eF (from [33] with permission).



Fig. 23. Schematic behavior of the normal collagen fibril structure from rat tail tendon during tensile
deformation (from [166]). The experiment was performed at a strain-rate where the actual strain of the fibril (eF)
was about 40% of the total strain of the tendon (eT) in the linear region. Plotted on the horizontal axis is the total
strain of the tendon (eT). For an explanation of the three distinct regions (toe, heel and linear) and the underlying
deformation at different structural levels see text.
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decorated with proteoglycans, which form a matrix between fibrils (Fig. 22b and c). Fibrils
are assembled into fascicles and, finally, into a tendon (Fig. 22a).

The outstanding mechanical properties of tendons are due to the optimization of their
structure (see Fig. 22) on many levels of hierarchy [159–161]. One of the challenges is to
work out the respective influence of these different levels. A sketch of the stress–strain
curve of tendon is shown in Fig. 23. Most remarkably, the stiffness increases with strain
up to an elastic modulus in the order of 1–2 GPa. The strength of tendons is typically
around 100 MPa. Moreover, tendons are viscoelastic and their deformation behavior
depends on the strain rate as well as on the strain itself. The maximum strain reaches val-
ues in the order of 8–10% for slow stretching. In vivo, it is very likely that tendons are
always somewhat pre-strained (even if the muscles are at rest). Hence, they are normally
working in the intermediate (‘‘heel’’, see Fig. 23) and high modulus regions [8]. In this con-
text, it is also interesting to compare the maximum stress generated in muscle (in the order
of 300 kPa) to the strength of tendon which is about 300 times larger. This explains why
tendons and ligaments can be much thinner than muscle.

The stress/strain curve of tendons usually shows three distinct regions [8], which can be
correlated to deformations at different structural levels (Fig. 23). In the ‘‘toe’’ region, at
small strains, a very small stress is sufficient to elongate the tendon. This corresponds to
the removal of a macroscopic crimp of the fibrils [162] visible in polarized light (Fig. 23,
left). In the second region, at higher strains (Fig. 23, center), the stiffness of the tendon
increases considerably with extension. An entropic mechanism, where disordered molecular
kinks in the gap region of collagen fibrils are straightened out, has been proposed to explain
the increasing stiffness with increasing strain [163]. When all the kinks are straightened
however, another mechanism of deformation must come into play in order to explain the
linear dependence of stress and strain in this region of the force-elongation curve
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(Fig. 23, right). The most likely processes are thought to be the stretching of the collagen
triple-helices and the cross-links between the helices, implying a side-by-side gliding of
neighboring molecules, leading to structural changes at the level of the collagen fibrils. This
has previously been investigated by use of synchrotron radiation diffraction experiments
[164–170]. By monitoring the structure factors of the second and third order maxima, it
can be shown that the length ratio of the gap to the overlap region may increase during
stretching by as much as �10%, implying a considerable gliding of neighboring molecules
[165,166]. In addition, the triple-helical molecules can be slightly stretched as well, leading
to a change of the helix pitch [167,169].

The main results of these investigations, in which simultaneous tensile testing and syn-
chrotron X-ray diffraction characterization are employed, can be summarized as follows:

• The extension of collagen fibrils inside the tendon is always considerably less than the
total extension of the tendon [166]. Typically, the strain of the fibrils, eF, is less than half
that in the whole tendon, eT. This indicates that considerable deformation must occur
outside the collagen fibrils, presumably in the proteoglycan-rich matrix [172], which
mediates deformation by shearing between fibrils (Fig. 22c).

• In normal collagen, the ratio between the extension of the fibrils and of the tendon
increases with the strain rate [171] (Fig. 24). This indicates that most of the viscous
deformation is due to the viscosity of the proteoglycan matrix. The (mature) collagen
fibrils can be considered as mostly elastic at sufficiently large strains.

• In cross-linked deficient collagen, the ratio between the extension of the fibrils and of
the tendon decreases with the strain rate [171] (Fig. 24). The appearance of a plateau
in the load/extension curve indicates pronounced creep behavior. Therefore, additional
slippage of molecules or sub-fibril-structures may result from the absence of covalent
cross-linking between molecules in the fibrils. This indicates that collagen cross-links
are crucial in determining the stiffness of the fibrils, remaining in agreement with earlier
studies [173–177]. The mechanical behavior of cross-link deficient collagen is in this
respect somewhat similar to immature collagen, where lower fracture stress and
enhanced creep behavior are also observed [178].
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Recent modeling work suggests that the design of collagen fibrils in a staggered array of
ultralong tropocollagen molecules provides large strength and energy dissipation during
deformation. The mechanics of the fibril can be understood quantitatively in terms of
two length scales, which characterize when, firstly, deformation changes from homoge-
neous intermolecular shear to propagation of slip pulses, and when, secondly, covalent
bonds within in the tropocollagen molecules start to fracture [179]. Single molecule exper-
iments on (type I) collagen molecules employing atomic force microscopy [180,181] or
optical tweezers [182] and fitting the data with a worm-like chain model [183], resulted
in a persistence length of about 15 nm [182], a value close to the predictions of atomistic
simulation of (type XI) collagen molecules [184]. These results confirm that collagen mol-
ecules are flexible rather than rigid, rod-like molecules [182].

4.2. The osteon in bone

Mineralized fibrils in cortical bone self-assemble into fibril arrays (sometimes called
fibers) on the scale of 1–10 lm. While a diversity of structural motifs exist between bone
tissues [46], the most common in bone is the lamellar unit [52,57]. A lamella refers to a
planar layer of bone tissue, around 5 lm thick, which is found in a repetitive stacked
arrangement in both trabecular (cancellous) and osteonal (compact) bone. In what fol-
lows, we consider lamellae belonging to the cylindrical secondary osteon (see also
[185]). The secondary osteon is the basic building block of compact bone, and is essentially
a hollow cylindrical laminate composite (�200 lm in diameter) surrounding a blood vessel
traversing the outer shaft of long bones (Fig. 25).
Fig. 25. Orientation of mineral particle around an osteon in human compact bone (from [81]). The black ellipse
in the center is the trace of a blood vessel and there are concentric layers of bone lamellae around it, forming the
osteon. Several osteons are visible on the back-scattered electron image (BEI). The bars are results from scanning-
SAXS, obtained at the synchrotron and superimposed on the BEI. The direction of the bars indicates
the orientation of mineral platelets, their length the degree of alignment. The specimen thickness and the diameter
of the X-ray beam were 20 lm in this case. For comparison, a circle with the radius of 200 lm is shown (dotted
line).
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While the existence of the lamellar unit in bone has been known for over a century
[186], the internal structure of this basic building block and its correlation to mechanical
function have remained unclear for a long time. Light microscopic imaging led Ascenzi
and co-workers [187–189] to classify lamellae as either (a) orthogonal plywood with alter-
nate layers showing a fibril orientation parallel and perpendicular to the cylindrical axis of
the osteon, or (b) unidirectional plywood, with the fibril orientation predominantly paral-
lel or perpendicular to the osteon axis. Electron microscopic analysis by Marie Giraud-
Guille and co-workers suggest the existence of a ‘‘twisted plywood’’ structure [57], with
fibril orientation ranging continuously over a period of 90� across the width of the lamella.
Weiner and co-workers refine this to a ‘‘rotated plywood’’ configuration [52], where the
fibrils not only rotate with respect to the osteon axis, but also around their own axis across
the width of the lamella. An alternate model suggests that alternate dense and loosely
packed fibrils give the impression of lamellar units in bone tissue [190].

Detailed quantitative information on the osteon structure has been obtained with a
novel method combining synchrotron X-ray texture measurements with a 1 lm wide beam
and scanning of a thin (3–5 lm thick) section of a secondary osteon in steps of 1 lm
[185,191,192]. The results are summarized in Fig. 26, which shows the variation of the
fibril orientation across and within bone lamellae, with 1 lm spatial resolution. The fiber
axis orientation varies periodically with a period of 5 lm corresponding approximately to
the width of a single lamella. This implies that each lamella consists of a series of fibril lay-
ers oriented at different angles to the osteon axis. What is more surprising is that the angles
are always positive, implying that on average each lamellae has a non-zero spiral fibril
angle with respect to the long axis of the osteon, with a right-handed helicity.

These results thus show that osteonal lamellae are built as three-dimensional helicoids
around the central blood vessel. Such helicoidal structures have been found in other
Fig. 26. A model of the fiber orientation inside the lamellae of an osteon (a). The fibers are arranged at different
angles inside single lamellae (b). On average they have a positive spiral angle l, implying that on average, the
fibers form a right-handed spiral around the osteon axis like a spring. In addition, there is a periodic variation of
the spiral angle l across the osteon diameter (c), with a period close to the lamellar width (�5 lm). The spiral
angle is always positive, except for radii larger than 40 lm when a cross-over to interstitial bone surrounding the
osteon occurs (from [185]).
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connective tissues, for example in the secondary wood cell wall [34,193] and in insect cuti-
cle [193]. Remarkably, the sense of the helicity (right-handedness) is the same for both the
bone osteon and the wood cell wall. Both structures fulfill a similar biomechanical support
and protection function – the osteon for the inner blood vessels, and the wood cell wall for
the water/nutrient transport within the cambium – indicating that they represent an exam-
ple of an optimal mechanical design used in two different phyla. Indeed, the helicoidal
principle of fiber composite design in biomaterials has been proposed as a major unifying
concept across different species [193]. Such a helicoidal structure has biomechanical advan-
tages as well. From a biophysical standpoint, the non-zero average spiral angle means that
the osteon is extensible (and compressible) like a spring along its long axis. The elastic
extensibility thus imparted would be useful in absorbing energy during in vivo mechanical
loading, and may help in protecting the sensitive inner blood vessels from being disrupted
structurally by microcracks propagating from the highly calcified interstitial tissue through
the osteon to the central Haversian canal [194].

Complementary nanomechanical investigations of the local stiffness and hardness of the
osteon reveal a modulation of micromechanical properties at the lamellar level [195]. Spe-
cifically, the compressive modulus of the sub-lamellae within a single lamella, as measured
by nanoindentation, varies from about 17 to 23 GPa, with thin layers of lower stiffness
alternating with wider layers of higher stiffness (Fig. 27). Quantitative back-scattered elec-
tron imaging (qBEI) is used to determine the local mineral content at the same positions as
those measured by nanoindentation. The lower axial stiffness is partly due to the lower
stiffness of a fiber normal to its long axis relative to the stiffness along its long axis. How-
ever, the results also show that the regions of lower stiffness have a lower mineral content.
This implies that the mechanical difference is not merely due to anisotropy but is also
linked to a variation in composition. Hence, the differently oriented sub-lamellae have also
a different mineral content, with the fibers at a large spiral angle being less calcified.
Mechanically, such a modulated structure can serve as a natural example of a crack stop-
ping mechanism. It is known that microcracks are more frequent in the surrounding inter-
stitial bone than in the osteon itself [196]. It can be therefore speculated that the modulated
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Fig. 27. Two dimensional scanning nanoindentation measurements of local stiffness variations inside bone
osteons reveal that the lamellar structure results in a periodic mechanical modulation. (a) Scanning force
microscopy (topography) image of a sector of osteon from a polished cross-section through a human femur, with
the two-dimensional grid of indents visible (inside the white square). (b) The corresponding two-dimensional plot
of indentation modulus E (stiffness) [195] (from [185]).
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structure at the lamellar level acts to trap microcracks from propagating from the intersti-
tial bone to the inner blood vessel. Modulations in yield strength and stiffness have been
shown to be effective crack stopping mechanisms in artificial multilayered composites
[197–199].
4.3. The microfibril angle in wood

The cellulose microfibril angle (MFA), l, in the wood cell wall (see Section 2.1. and
Fig. 28) determines to a large extent the elastic modulus and the fracture strain of wood.
When the stiff cellulose fibrils are essentially parallel to the cell axis (l = 0), the stiffness is
largest and the extensibility is rather small and mostly determined by the extensibility of
cellulose. Increasing the microfibril angle up to l = 40�, decreases the stiffness by about
one order of magnitude and increases the extensibility by about the same factor
(Fig. 28) [200,201]. The wood cell behaves like an elastic spring because the stiff cellulose
fibrils are wound helically. The steeper the winding angle, the stiffer the wood. This prop-
erty can be used by the tree to vary considerably the local mechanical properties by grow-
ing cells with different microfibril angle. The MFA reflects some seasonal variations in
plant growth [38,202]. With the possibilities given by the hierarchical structure, a growing
tree can include graded properties into the stem or the branch, according to functional
requirements which may change during its lifetime (see examples below and in Section
6.1).

The distribution of microfibril angles is used by the plant to introduce property gradi-
ents into the material and to tune the mechanical properties according to needs. A striking
example is the distribution of l in the stem. For softwood species (such as spruce or pine)
and to some extent also for hardwoods (such as oak), the MFA decreases in older trees
from a large value in the pith (about 40�) to very small values closer to the bark
[116,203] (Fig. 29). Similar results are also obtained for a number of other tree species,
including eucalyptus [204–206] or birch [207]. Since the stem thickens by apposition of
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Fig. 29. Microfibril (spiral) angle in the stem of pine, as a function of the distance from the pith (from [116]).
Since the annual rings reflect the age of the tree, the data show that young trees have a flexible stem (with a large
microfibril angle), while the stem in older trees becomes more rigid with age (with low MFA in the outer annual
rings).
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annual rings at the exterior, the history of a tree is recorded in the succession of annual
rings. Hence, the observation that the MFA decreases from pith to bark indicates that
younger trees are optimized for flexibility, while the stem becomes more and more opti-
mized for bending stiffness when the tree gets older (Fig. 29).

A possible explanation for this change in strategy can be a compromise between resis-
tance against buckling (which needs stiffness) and flexibility in bending to resist fracture
[116,208].

Three possible loading cases are considered in Fig. 30 approximating the stem as a cyl-
inder of height H and diameter D [116]. The first case (left) corresponds to a force FL

applied laterally to the crown (e.g., by side winds). Under those circumstances, the cylin-
der (which is firmly attached to the ground) will not fail as long as the height is smaller
than the expression given in the figure, which is proportional to the strength r0 of the
material. As a consequence, the possible height of the tree is limited by the strength of
the material. What is more, at any given height, failure will not occur as long as the
forces remain below the limit of 2Ir0/DH = 2pD3r0/32H. In order to withstand (rarely
occurring) exceptionally high forces, the structure has to be considerably over designed.
This is particularly difficult for young trees which still have a small diameter D, since the
limiting force depends on the third power of D. A second loading case is shown in the
center of Fig. 30. Trees with a large crown will experience a vertical load as shown.
For such loads, the height of the tree is limited by Euler buckling and, therefore, by
Young’s modulus E of the material. This means that a tree carrying a large crown needs
above all a stiff material (that is, a small MFA) in the stem to reduce the risk of buckling.
This is most probably the explanation why older and, therefore, large trees maximize the
stiffness of the tissue, in particular in the outer layers of the stem which are most critical
for bending stiffness. Young trees with small stem diameters are again handicapped due
to the fact that the critical buckling force scales as D2. However, the vertical forces
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(unlike the lateral ones due to wind) are fairly predictable as they depend mainly on the
weight of the plant. It seems that young trees are not optimized for this load case, as the
large microfibril angle in young trees reduces the modulus E by more than an order of
magnitude (for the importance of the cellular structure of wood for this loading case
see Section 3.2). The last case in Fig. 30 (right) assumes that the plant is bending up
to a critical angle h0 (of, say, 0�) in order to escape lateral forces rather than to withstand
them. The interesting result is that in order to resist such loading, a minimum (rather
than a maximum) height for the stem is required. Indeed, large aspect ratios H/D are
favorable for bending. The limiting material property is now the fracture strain e0 (also
denoted em in Fig. 28). Interestingly, the large values of the MFA increase the fracture
strain by about an order of magnitude (Fig. 28). This leads us to the conclusion that
the change in microfibril angle from young to older tissue (as shown in Fig. 29) might
reflect a change in strategy. Young trees (with a small diameter) would then be optimized
to escape lateral loads by bending all the way to the ground if needed. When the weight
of the crown increases, buckling becomes a more serious issue and the strategy is changed
to increase the stiffness of the material in the stem. With this change in strategy, greater
heights H can then be reached without buckling.

This example shows how an extremely simple microstructural parameter, such as the
microfibril angle l, can be used by the plant to tune the material properties in a wide range
according to the required function. The MFA and the detailed structure of the cell wall not
only influence the mechanical properties but also the shrinkage during drying [41,209–
212]. This is not surprising since drying introduces internal stresses, and the response to
those stresses is governed by the (very anisotropic) mechanical properties of the wood
cells. For the technical use of wood, an understanding of the drying behavior is of great
importance.

A tight control of cellulose fiber orientation is required at the cellular level to allow
the deposition of the cell walls with the right microstructure. Research on cellulose
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biosynthesis is very active and progress has been reviewed from different perspectives,
e.g., in [213–215]. One of the key features is that plasma membrane bound protein com-
plexes (rosettes) are operational in catalyzing the chain elongation. The chain initiation
can occur in a distinct process by means of a specific primer molecule [216]. The so-
formed glucan chains are then assembled into cellulose fibrils. The cellulose structure
in most plant cell walls is of the well-known type I, but there is generally some variety
of possible cellulose structures, which still need clarification. Investigations with high-
resolution revealed new structural details in crystals of cellulose Ib and Ia using
XRD [217] and AFM [218], respectively. Furthermore, a new type of cellulose aggrega-
tion with nematic liquid-crystal like ordering was proposed as a precursor in cellulose
assembly [219].

The assembly processes at higher levels of hierarchy, the cell morphogenesis and cell
elongation, are still a matter of debate [220]. Current models, which have been reviewed
in [221], assume that microtubules are directing the orientation of cellulose microfibrils
(and therefore the microfibril angle l) in the cell wall. Additional evidence for this view
has been produced in experiments on the development of cell-wall modifications, such
as pits or perforations [222]. Recently, it is shown that the role of the microtubules is better
described as a system which provides guidance for the movement of the cellulose synthase
complexes [223]. Taking into account geometrical constraints, a self-assembly process
resembling the formation of cholesteric liquid crystals has been proposed [224]. Such a
spontaneous ordering has the advantage that little biological control is needed for the for-
mation of aligned microfibrils.

5. Nanocomposites

Virtually all stiff biological materials are composites with components mostly in the
size-range of nanometers. In some cases (plants or insect cuticles, for example), a poly-
meric matrix is reinforced by stiff polymer fibers, such as cellulose or chitin [8]. Even stiffer
structures are obtained when a (fibrous) polymeric matrix is reinforced by hard particles,
such as carbonated hydroxyapatite in the case of bone or dentin. The general mechanical
performance of these composites is quite remarkable. In particular, they combine two
properties which are usually quite contradictory, but essential for the function of these
materials. Bones, for example, need to be stiff to prevent bending and buckling, but they
must also be tough since they should not break catastrophically even when the load
exceeds the normal range. How well these two conditions are fulfilled, becomes obvious
in the (schematic) Ashby-map [27–29] in Fig. 31. Proteins (collagen in the case of bone
and dentin) are tough but not very stiff. Mineral, on the contrary, is stiff but not very
tough. It is obvious from Fig. 31 that bone and dentin combine the good properties of
both.

Recent work using in situ deformation studies has unveiled some of the mechanisms by
which Nature is able to create both stiff and tough composites. This is reviewed in the fol-
lowing sub-sections.

5.1. Plastic deformation in reaction wood

A large effort has been undertaken to model the mechanical properties taking into
account the composite character of the cell wall of wood [43,44,210–212,225]. The
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deformation behavior of plant cells is quite intricate, particularly at large deformations
[226–228]. A typical feature of the stress–strain curve is a fairly stiff behavior at low strains
followed by a much ‘‘softer’’ behavior at large strains (corresponding to a steep increase
followed by a smaller slope of the stress–strain curve, Fig. 32c). The mechanisms under-
lying this deformation behavior have been studied recently by the diffraction of synchro-
tron radiation during deformation [45]. Some results of this investigation are shown in
Fig. 32. First, the microfibril angle l (see Fig. 28 for a definition of l) was found to
decrease continuously with the applied strain. This relation between microfibril angle
and strain turned out to be independent of the stress at any given strain. This is shown
by stress relaxation experiments (visible as spikes in Fig. 32c), where both strain and
microfibril angle stay constant, while the stress varies.

In the simplest possible picture, the decrease of the microfibril angle is related to a
deformation of each wood cell in a way similar to a spring: The spiral angle of the cellulose
microfibrils is reduced from l to some smaller value l 0 and the matrix in-between the
fibrils is sheared (Fig. 32b and f). In fact, if it is assumed that the elongation of the cellu-
lose microfibrils is negligible, then the elongation of the cell depends solely on the reduc-
tion of the microfibril angle as

micro-strain ¼ dðcos lÞ= cos l ¼ � tan ldl: ð3Þ

This expression is plotted in Fig. 32e as a function of the measured macroscopic
elongation (emacroscopic) of the wood tissue. The graph shows that the wood cells actually
extend like an elastic spring, and the fact that the cellulose fibrils are not totally inexten-
sible accounts for the slight deviation between the measured data and the straight line in
Fig. 32e.

There is, however, one major difference between the behavior of the wood cell and an
elastic spring: indeed – beyond the change in slope in Fig. 32c – the deformation becomes
partially irreversible, but without serious damage to the material [45,227]. The model



Fig. 32. In situ X-ray diffraction investigation [45] of the deformation of the wood cell wall inside an intact wood
section (compression wood of spruce), shown schematically in (a). The dominant cell-wall layer (b) contains
cellulose microfibrils tilted with the microfibril angle l. (c) Stress–strain curve during the deformation experiment.
The spikes in the graph correspond to stress relaxation experiments, where the elongation was kept constant. (d)
Change in microfibril angle during the elongation of the specimen. A microstrain (e) is calculated under the
assumption that the cellulose fibrils are rigid and all the deformation is just a tilting of the fibrils and shearing of
the matrix in-between (f). The nearly one-to-one correspondence (e) of micro- and macro-strain shows that this is,
indeed, the principal mechanism of elongation and that the cellulose fibrils themselves stretch only very little
(from [229]).
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which can be inferred from the synchrotron diffraction data in Fig. 32 is as follows: When
the cell elongates, the microfibril angle decreases and the matrix between the cellulose
fibrils is sheared. This corresponds to the initial stiff behavior of the wood cells (initial
slope in Fig. 32c). Beyond a certain critical strain, the matrix is sheared to an extent, where
bonds are broken and the shearing becomes irreversible. Since some of the bonds are bro-
ken, the response is now ‘‘softer’’. After releasing the stress, the unspecific bonds in the
matrix reform immediately (a bit like in a Velcro connection) and the cell is arrested in
the elongated position. In such a model, the matrix is not irreversibly damaged even
though the cell is irreversibly elongated [45].

An interesting consequence of this deformation behavior is that the (stiff) cellulose
fibrils carry most of the load practically without deformation, while almost all of the
deformation takes place by shearing of the (deformable) hemicellulose/lignin matrix
[230]. This combination confers both stiffness and deformability (and, therefore, tough-
ness) to the cell wall. A strong binding of the matrix to the fibrils is, however, an important
condition for this type of deformation mechanism. Most probably, this strong binding is
enabled by the chemical similarity of fibrils and hemicelluloses which are both polyoses.
The data of Köhler and Spatz [227] and Keckes et al. [45] indicate that it is most likely
that the hemicelluloses act as a glue between cellulose fibrils and allow deformation by
shear [231]. This is schematically shown in Fig. 33.
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Fig. 33. Model for the deformation of hemicelluloses in the plant cell wall. Hemicelluloses are attached with one
end (to the crystalline parts of) cellulose fibrils (cylinders in the sketch). The other ends form a hydrogel-like
matrix, probably via hydrogen bonds. According to Fig. 32, tensile (or compressive) deformation of the cell wall
along its axis is transformed into a shearing of the hemicellulose matrix (arrows in the sketch). This matrix is
assumed to exhibit a mechanical response as shown in the schematic plot, shear stress, s, versus shear strain, g, at
the bottom left: Beyond a critical shear stress, the matrix starts to flow, probably by opening and reforming of
hydrogen bonds [45,231].
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5.2. Nanoscale deformation in bone

The high toughness of bone results from the ability of its microstructure to dissipitate
deformation energy without propagation of the crack [232,233]. Different toughening
mechanisms have been identified in bone [234]: the formation of non-connected micro-
cracks ahead of the crack tip [235,236], crack deflection and crack blunting at interlamellar
interfaces and cement lines [237], and crack bridging in the wake zone of the crack [238–
240], which was attributed a dominant role [238]. Striking is the strong anisotropy of the
fracture properties of bone. The crack extension energy differed almost two orders of mag-
nitudes between a crack which propagated in close alignment with the collagen fibrils and
a crack which proceeded in a zigzag manner perpendicular to the collagen orientation
[234] (see Fig. 34). The important influence of the organic matrix, which may vary with
genetic background and age of the individual, on the fracture resistance of bone is inves-
tigated in [48,241–246]. The following discussion concentrates on the relation between the
outstanding mechanical properties of bone and its structure on the microscopic level.

In biomineralized tissues such as bone, the recurring structural motif at the supramo-
lecular level is an anisotropic stiff inorganic component reinforcing the soft organic matrix
[241,247]. Important contributions to the high toughness and defect tolerance of natural
biomineralized composites are believed to arise from these nanometer scale structural
motifs. In recent work [248], it is shown that both mineral nanoparticles and the mineral-
ized fibrils deform at first elastically, but to different degrees. Using in situ tensile testing
combined with high brilliance synchrotron X-ray diffraction and scattering, it is found that
tissue, fibrils, and mineral particles take up successively lower levels of strain, in a ratio of
12:5:2. The maximum strain seen in mineral nanoparticles (0.15–0.20%) can reach up to
twice the fracture strain calculated for bulk apatite. The results are consistent with a stag-
gered model of load transfer in the bone matrix, exemplifying the hierarchical nature of
bone deformation (see Fig. 35).



Fig. 34. Bottom: crack extension energy as a function of the angle between the crack propagation and the
collagen direction defined by the lamellae. Top: comparison between the corresponding crack shapes using
scanning electron microscopy (from [185,234]).
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The long (>5–10 lm length) [82,249,250] and thin (100–200 nm diameter) mineralized
fibrils lie parallel to each other and are separated by a thin layer (1–2 nm thick) of extra-
fibrillar matrix. When external tensile load is applied to the tissue, it is resolved into a
tensile deformation of the mineralized fibrils and a shearing deformation in the extra-
fibrillar matrix [251]. While no precise data on its mechanical behavior or its composi-
tion is available, it is likely that it is comprised of non-collageneous proteins like
osteopontin and proteoglycans like decorin. Single molecule spectroscopy of fractured
bone surfaces showed that the extrafibrillar matrix has properties similar to a glue-layer
between the fibrils – specifically, it is relatively weak but ductile and deforms by the
successive breaking of a series of ‘‘sacrificial bonds’’ [82,252]. The matrix may also be
partially calcified [253], which would increase its shear stiffness and reduce its
deformability.

These results point towards a deformation mechanism where the matrix/fibril interface
is disrupted beyond the yield point, and the matrix moves past the fibrils, forming and
reforming the bonds with the fibrils while moving (see Fig. 36). An alternative explanation
would be the disruption of bonds between the matrix and hydroxyapatite particles and a
modification of the frictional stress between fibril structures [254].



Fig. 35. Schematic model for bone deformation in response to external tensile load at three levels in the structural
hierarchy (from [248]): at the tissue level (left), fibril array level (center), and mineralized collagen fibrils (right).
The stiff mineralized fibrils deform in tension and transfer the stress between adjacent fibrils by shearing in the
thin layers of extrafibrillar matrix (white dotted lines in the center plot show direction of shear in the extrafibrillar
matrix). The fibrils are covered with extrafibrillar mineral particles, shown only over a selected part of the fibrils
(red hexagons) so as not to obscure the internal structure of the mineralized fibril. Right: within each mineralized
fibril, the stiff mineral platelets deform in tension and transfer the stress between adjacent platelets through shear
in the interparticle collagen matrix (red dashed lines indicate shearing qualitatively and do not imply
homogeneous deformation).
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Furthermore, mechanical tests established a high sensitivity of the macroscopic plastic
deformation of bone to the strain rate and temperature. These results suggest that the ele-
mentary process controlling bone plasticity at the molecular level is localized to within
1 nm3, and has an activation energy in the order of 1 eV [255]. Most likely, this process
is localized in a small fraction of the bone tissue – the extrafibrillar matrix – and corre-
sponds to the disruption of calcium-mediated ionic bonds between the long and irregular
chains of molecules constituting this matrix. The picture which emerges is that plastic
deformation is controlled by an elementary process where segments of molecules in the
interfibrillar layer are connected by charge interactions (Fig. 36). This is in excellent agree-
ment with previous work showing that the deformation in bone might be associated with
(calcium-dependent) sacrificial bonds [82,252,256] and with the observation that plastic
deformation occurs in a thin ‘glue’ layer between fibrils [248,251].

Finally, deformation in the mineralized matrix does not only occur at the hierarchical
level of the mineralized fibril/extrafibrillar matrix alone, but can also occur at the next
higher level of the fibril arrays. We considered the case of partially mineralized collagen
from mineralized turkey leg tendons [156]. At this level, the fibrils aggregate into 1–4 lm
diameter fiber bundles. Back-scattered electron imaging of the local mineral content at
the level of the individual bundles showed that the fibrils are inhomogeneously
mineralized – a mixture of mineralized fibrils coexists with unmineralized fiber bundles
[155]. When stretched to failure, we observed a novel two–step fracture process at the
micron length scale. For low strains below 1–2%, all the fibrils stretch homogeneously.
For larger strains, the stiff mineralized fibers break or detach from the neighboring ductile



Fig. 36. Sketch of the putative function of the thin glue layer between collagen fibrils in bone (according to
[251,255]): (a) Fibril bundle. (b) Fibrils with intra- and interfibrillar mineral joined by a thin glue layer. (The
thickness of this layer is very likely just a few nanometers and appears highly exaggerated in the figure). (c)
Putative structure of the glue layer formed by chains of molecules (possibly negatively charged polyelectrolytes,
like osteopontin [69], fetuin A [257] or proteoglycans [258], or combinations of those), interacting by charges,
probably with the help of multivalent cations, such as calcium (circles). A number of charges located on a given
molecular segment have to be broken simultaneously (as also observed in other polyelectrolyte systems [259]),
giving rise to the experimentally observed [255] activation enthalpy of approximately 1 eV within a typical volume
of 1 nm3. The arrows indicate the movement of the collagen fibrils giving rise to shear in the glue layer. Mineral
particles are not explicitly drawn, but are present in the fibrils as well as in the interfibrillar space.
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unmineralized fibers, but the tissue as a whole remains intact [156]. The macroscopic cohe-
sion comes about because the unmineralized fibers bear the remaining load, stretching by as
much as 8–10%. The breakage of the stiff component is correlated with the reduction of the
slope of the stress–strain curve (reduction in effective stiffness). By this mechanism, we
believe the tendon achieves both a high stiffness in the normal physiological regime of
low working strains (<0.2% [260]) as well as a structural protection against sudden, trau-
matic loads.

5.3. Stiff and tough composites by gluing – a simple model

It is very interesting to remark that biological composites as different as tendon (Section
4.1), bone (Section 5.2) and the wood cell wall (Section 5.1) show a common feature of
fibers joined by a thin glue layer which is loaded under shear. Plastic deformation is med-
iated in these systems mostly by plastic flow of the glue layer. In this way, the biological
composites seem to acquire both stiffness (from the fibers) and toughness (from the plastic
deformation of the glue). This plastic deformation of the glue matrix is most likely due to
recoverable molecular bonds [45,248,261–263]. However, plastic deformation of the glue
layers is only one of the conditions enabling for a tough composite. The second condition
is that the matrix must adhere very strongly to the fibers to avoid failure at the interface.
Most interestingly, Nature seems to have evolved special types of amphiphilic molecules
for this type of function [231]. Proteoglycans and hemicelluloses seem to be designed to
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bind strongly to collagen fibrils in tendon and cellulose fibrils in the wood cell wall, respec-
tively. In the case of hemicelluloses, the chemical similarity to cellulose is the important
factor, while proteoglycans have a protein linker probably designed for the binding to col-
lagen. Second, both hemicelluloses and proteoglycans are extremely hydrophilic and able
to form gel-like, hydrated networks. According to the experiments reviewed here, both
proteoglycans and hemicelluloses seem to be able to flow beyond a certain critical shear
stress and, thus, fulfill both conditions mentioned above.

In addition to the increase in toughness of the composite by the plastic deformation of
the matrix, gluing of fibers is a construction principle which is extremely flexible and
allows a tuning of the mechanical properties of the composite. In order to explore the pos-
sibilities of combining stiffness and toughness in composites, a very simple generic model is
discussed in the following, which has been originally introduced to describe the mechanical
behavior of mineralized collagen fibrils [264] and generalized later to describe a variety of
biological composites [248,265].

We use a two-dimensional model, as shown in Fig. 37, where stripe-like stiff objects of
length L and thickness D are glued together by a matrix. Such a model can easily be gen-
eralized to a three-dimensional situation of glued multilayers or fibers. The advantage of
the two-dimensional model is that very simple expressions can be obtained analytically,
even without the use of finite-element modeling. It should be mentioned, however, that
the (approximate) expressions derived here, have been verified by finite-element calcula-
tions [265].

The essence of the model is that stiff fibers or platelets are arranged in a staggered fash-
ion. This provides the best load transfer between the stiff elements when the composite is
loaded under tension as indicated in Fig. 37.

We use the following notations:

eM, eP, eC mean tensile strain in the matrix, the particles and the composite, respectively
rM, rP, rC tensile stress in the matrix, the particles and the composite, respectively
D d

L

D d

L L*L*

δ

Fig. 37. Sketch of the two-dimensional model for a composite with stiff staggered elements (length L, thickness
D, lateral spacing d) and glued together by a matrix. The interface between matrix and particles is supposed to be
so strong that it will not fail before fracture of the components.
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EM, EP, EC Young’s modulus of the matrix, the particles and the composite, respectively

sM, gM, GM shear stress, shear strain and shear modulus in the matrix

L, D, d length, thickness and spacing of the particles (see Fig. 37)

U D/(D + d) = volume fraction of particles

q L/D = aspect ratio of particles

d increase of the particle spacing in loading direction

L* length of loaded particles
For the calculation, we introduce an intermediate quantity which is the force F acting
on a single particle. The stress in the composite splits between contributions of the matrix
and the particles, which implies rC = (1 � U)rM + F/(2D + 2d), due to the fact that the
particles are in parallel with stripes of matrix. Note the factor 2 in the second term, which
comes from the fact that there is a load-carrying particle only every 2(D + d). The next
step is the calculation of the (average) strain in the particle. The problem is that the strain
(and the stress) are not constant along the particle, due to the loading condition when the
matrix transmits load by shear as sketched in Fig. 38. The simplest assumption is a linear
approximation of the stress (Fig. 38). Then the stress is obviously zero at the ends and
equal to F/D in the center.

The average stress in the particle, rP, is just rP = F/(2D), where another factor of two
appears due to averaging the stress along the particle (Fig. 38). Moreover, one gets
d = L(eC � eP) = 2dgM, and sM = (F/2)/(L/2), since half the force F has to be provided
to the particle from each side. Combining all these expressions results in

rC ¼ ð1� UÞrM þ UrP

eC ¼ 2
q

1�U
U gM þ eP

sM ¼ 2
q rP

eM ¼ eC

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð4Þ

These are purely geometrical relations following the construction of the composite as
shown in Fig. 37. In the simplest case (that is, for small deformations), where all the
F/D

stress in
particle

Fig. 38. Approximate stress distribution in a particle where load (arrows) is transmitted through the matrix by
shear.
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materials can be described by Hooke’s law (rC = ECeC, rP = EPeP, rM = EMeM,
sM = GMgM), the modulus of the composite can be calculated to be [248,265,266]:

EC ¼ ð1� UÞEM þ UEP=k; and eC ¼ keP; where k ¼ 1þ 4

q2

1� U
U

EP

GM
ð5Þ

Normally, we expect the shear modulus of the glue layer to be much smaller than the
Young’s modulus of the particles. As a consequence, k would become large and the stiff-
ness of the composite would be dominated by the (low) stiffness of the matrix. This can,
however, be easily compensated by a large aspect ratio of the particles. For example, if
the aspect ratio is q = 30, this would already compensate for a ratio of 900 between the
two moduli EP and GM. This means that, just by geometrical arrangement, the stiffness
of the composite can be made of the same order of magnitude as the stiff particles, even
when the volume fraction of the glue is not vanishingly small. For example, taking values
estimated for mineral particle in collagen tissue [266] EP � 100 GPa, EM � GM � 1 GPa,
q � 30, U � 0.5, we obtain k � 5.4 and EC � 10 GPa, which is not far from the actual stiff-
ness of compact bone [6]. The downside of this is, however, that by virtue of the same
equation, the overall strain of the composite will be hardly larger than the strain in the
particles. This means that when the particles are brittle, for example made of mineral, then
the composite will also be brittle.

Here it must be remembered that all material laws are taken to be linear elastic. This is
not what is found in biological materials, such as tendon, wood or bone. In fact, the
matrix is found to start plastic deformation beyond a certain critical shear stress, which
we might denote s*. Hence, the shear stress in the matrix is expected to stay below this
value, that is sM < s*. This is, where the third relation of Eq. (4) above becomes crucial.
If one can make sure that qs* is smaller than the strength of the particles, then the matrix
will flow before the peak stress in the particles (2rP, see Fig. 38) reaches its critical value.
Clearly, the composite will be able to strain much more than the particles. Such a compos-
ite is going to be both stiff and tough.

This effect is illustrated in a numerical example in Fig. 39. The mechanical behavior of
the particles is supposed to be linear elastic up to their fracture. Two different assumptions
are made for the matrix (red and green in Fig. 39). The area under the stress strain curves
is the same, as well as the initial slope. Estimating the toughness as the area under the
stress–strain curve, both assumptions correspond to a matrix with the same stiffness
and toughness. This is visible in Fig. 39, right where toughness and stiffness are indicated
in an Ashby plot [117]. At a volume fraction U = 0.5, if both particles and matrix are lin-
ear elastic (red), the stiffness is reduced by about an order of magnitude compared to the
particles and the toughness by two orders of magnitude compared to the matrix. With the
matrix which is allowed to flow beyond a critical shear stress (green), the toughness of the
composite is almost as large as the one of the matrix alone. For comparison, we have also
indicated the values for a stripe-like geometry parallel or perpendicular to the applied
stress. In the first case, the toughness and the stiffness correspond roughly to the particles
(within a factor of 2) and in the second to the matrix.

The size of the particles may also play a role. As is evident in the discussion above, the
strength of the particles limits the performance of the composite, if the geometrical design
is optimal. This may be improved by using (brittle) particles small enough that their inher-
ent strength is not limited by defects anymore. As has been shown by numerical calcula-
tions [265], glued composites (as described in Fig. 37) become flaw-tolerant if the particles
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become smaller than a critical length h� � pcEP=r2
th, where c is the surface energy of the

particle material and rth its theoretical strength. The reason is that the strength of a par-
ticle with a flaw decreases with the square-root of the flaw size (Griffith’s law). Particles
with a size smaller than h* cannot have flaws large enough to affect the strength in a sig-
nificant way [265]. As a consequence, nanocomposites become flaw-tolerant, if the particle
size is smaller than h*. An estimate for mineral particles gives h* � 30 nm [265].

Finally, Gao has shown recently [267] that the flaw-tolerance can even be improved by a
hierarchical arrangement of composites, where the stiff fiber (or platelet) at each hierarchi-
cal level is in fact a composite of much smaller particles glued together. Such a composite
of a composite of a composite may become insensitive to flaws at all length scales [267].
6. Adaptivity

6.1. Mechanobiology and examples of functional adaptation

Biological structures and materials must not be thought as statically determined by the
genetic blueprint, but rather as systems actively responding to the biophysical stimuli of
their environment. During growth, they are able to adapt their architecture to improve
their functionality according to external constraints. Later on, after growth, biological sys-
tems can adapt to changes in the environment and re-establish the ‘‘agreement’’ with the
outside world. Even without external changes, repair mechanisms can be active to reduce
the damage present in the system, thereby improving performance.

The adaptive strategies are manifold since they depend on such basic inputs like
whether the system is locally fixed or can move. Concerning the optimization of mechan-
ical performance, typical strategies are to add new material, possibly with specific mechan-
ical properties, or to maintain the existing material using repair mechanisms. The research
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field that deals with the development, maintenance and adaptation of load-bearing tissues
as a response to external loading, is called mechanobiology. The difference between clas-
sical biomechanics can be best explained in the relation between form and function of the
biological system. In biomechanics, the form is assumed to be fixed, and questions focus
on how well this form fulfills its mechanical function. Mechanobiology, in contrast, builds
on the idea of ‘‘form follows function’’, the response of the form to fulfill its function. In
the following, the meaning of mechanobiology is illustrated with four examples, three con-
nected to bone, one to wood.

Fig. 40 shows the trabecular structure inside the vertebral body of an 85 year old man
with trabeculae running mainly in vertical and horizontal directions. Due to the bony pro-
jection on the upper left, termed a bone spur or osteophyte, the vertebra was not loaded
in vivo via the vertebral disks as usual, but directly from one vertebra to the next via the
osteophyte. The lower left of the vertebral body is pervaded by diagonal trabeculae, which
are unknown in healthy patients without osteophytes. The change in loading due to the
osteophyte caused an adaptive response of the trabecular architecture by the formation
of diagonal stress-bridges [268].

The second example refers to early phases in the development of long bones, which
develop by the formation of cartilage models and their subsequent replacement by bone
and bone marrow. To answer the questions how much bone development is predetermined
genetically and how much is a mechanobiological response, Chalmers and Ray performed
a classic experiment [269]. The cartilage model of a femur from a fetal mouse was trans-
planted into the spleen, which is thought to be free of mechanical loading. Even outside its
normal biological environment, the cartilage model developed into a recognizable femur,
demonstrating that cartilage is endowed with a potential for growing into a specific bone
shape. The refinements of the bone structure associated with its normal function, however,
were largely missing, e.g., the exact shaping of the femoral head close to the hip joint and
the internal trabecular structure [269,270].

The top row of Fig. 41 shows the evolution of the trabecular architecture inside a ver-
tebra from the embryonal state to adulthood. The pattern of the trabeculae changes from
Fig. 40. The trabecular architecture responded with a change of structure to a change of loading. Vertebral body
from a 85 year old man with an osteophyte on the upper left and a diagonal stress-bridge (adapted from [268]).



Fig. 41. Evolution of the trabecular architecture (top row) and the orientation of the collagen-mineral composite
(bottom row) in human vertebra from the prenatal to the adult state [62]. Only a small fraction of the outer part
of the vertebra is shown in the bottom row, where the rim labeled Co marks the outer cortical shell; white areas
correspond to bone, grey ones to marrow space. The age of the individuals was 2 months, 11 and 45 years. The
direction of the bars indicates the predominant orientation of the elongated (plate-like) mineral nanoparticles.
The length of the bars indicates the degree of alignment.
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a preferred radial orientation of the mineralized cartilage before birth to a pattern in which
the trabeculae are oriented predominantly along vertical and horizontal directions in bone
[62]. While the radially oriented structure of the embryonal vertebra is probably due to the
early isotropic growth process (or a more isotropic loading), the reorientation of the tra-
becular network starts with the vertical loading in compression along the spine after birth.
These changes on the architectural level of the trabeculae are also accompanied by changes
taking place at the nanostructural level. Investigations using scanning-SAXS reveal that in
the inside of the vertebral body the orientation of the mineral particles follow the direction
of the trabeculae. In the outer cortical shell of adults, the particles are also oriented par-
allel to the surface. Remarkably, this is different in the embryonic vertebra, where the min-
eral particles prefer an orientation perpendicular to the outer surface (Fig. 41) [62]. The
degree of alignment is generally much less pronounced in the growth cartilage than in
the developing vertebra.

The last example for an adaptive response to mechanical loading is taken from the plant
world. During its growth, a branch has to adapt to increasing gravitational loads that
bend the branch downwards. Since more material is added at the lower side of the branch,
a cross-section of the branch show annual rings with a pronounced radial eccentricity. The
branch has to be both stiff and flexible in order to prevent the loss of its function, i.e., to
expose the leaves or needles to the sun and to bend until heavy loads like snow will slide
off. The material which is added during the growth process has properties which depend
crucially on the position on the branch and therefore, how it is mechanically loaded.
On the lower side, especially close to the stem, the wood cells have to withstand large
compressive forces, while the upper side of the branch is loaded under tension. The light



Fig. 42. Distribution of microfibril angles measured in a branch of spruce [271]. The age-evolution was deduced
from the pattern of annual rings (from [33] with permission).
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microscope reveals the adaptation at the microscopic level. The wood on the lower side
called compression or reaction wood displays rounded cells in contrast to the square-like
cell shapes on the upper side termed opposite wood. A study with scanning-SAXS on a
branch of Norway spruce [271] demonstrate the adaptation of wood on the nanoscale
via the tilt angle of the cellulose fibrils (microfibril angle, MFA, see Fig. 28). Once the
MFA is measured at different positions in the branch, a plot of the MFA distribution
for different ages of the branch (Fig. 42) is straightforward since the history of growth
is stored in the succession of annual rings. The young branch (8 years before it was cut)
is composed predominantly of flexible wood (i.e., with large microfibril angle). The
MFA in compression wood is found to decrease continuously from about 45� near the
trunk to about 20� at the tip of the branch. On the upper side, however, the course of
the MFA with position changes with the age of the branch. With increasing length of
the branch and hence increasing gravitational forces, a stiff region displaying a MFA close
to zero emerges in opposite wood [271]. The asymmetry in the loading pattern is conse-
quently reflected in an asymmetry of the cell microstructure. What is more, this asymmetry
develops during growth as an adaptive response to a change in the loading. Since wood is
twice as strong in tension as in compression, it may be speculated that the stiffening on the
upper side of the branch serves to reduce the stresses in compression wood and therefore
avoiding compressive failure. In cases of an asymmetric loading of the whole tree, e.g., due
to strong winds blowing preferential from one side, such effects including the formation of
compression wood can also occur in the stem [4].

6.2. Bone remodeling

The ability of bone to adapt to a changing mechanical environment is based on a per-
manent remodeling of the material. Historically the two processes of bone modeling and
remodeling are distinguished, where bone modeling specifically refers to the adaptation to
new mechanical requirements including adaptations during growth. The term bone remod-
eling is then reserved for the continuous renewal and the maintenance of bone. Since this
distinction is rather vague and, above all, recent investigations suggest that a singular reg-
ulation mechanism is enough to explain both processes [272], we prefer to use bone remod-
eling to describe all processes involving resorption and deposition of bone [273].
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The renewal of bone occurs through an interplay between different bone cells. In trabec-
ular bone, osteoclasts resorb a bone packet and leave behind a cavity with a depth of
about 60 lm [274]. This hole is then filled with new bone matrix by the osteoblasts. The
newly deposited matrix, initially unmineralized, increases its mechanical stiffness by
increasing the mineral content. While the resorption phase takes 1–3 weeks, the time for
the formation of new material is about several months. The mineralization process starts
with an initial surge to reach a level of more than half of its final mineralization after about
10 days, but then slows down and continues to slowly increase over a time scale of years
[48,275]. In cortical bone, the outer surface accessible to the osteoclasts is strongly reduced
compared to trabecular bone. Cortical bone is, therefore, remodeled by forming new ost-
eons. Osteoclasts resorb a tunnel with a speed of about 20–40 lm/day [274]. Osteoblasts
then fill the tunnel again, leaving in the middle a channel for a blood vessel. As a conse-
quence of the different remodeling geometry, only about 5% of cortical bone is renewed
each year compared to 25% of trabecular bone, but these percentages are site dependent
with a reduced remodeling rate in the peripheral skeleton [276]. In general, bone remod-
eling occurs at about 1–2 million microscopic sites in the adult skeleton.

The study of the trabecular structure in the femoral head, dates back to the end of the
19th century and led to the conclusion that bone remodeling is not a random exchange of
old bone matrix with new one, but a mechanically controlled process. The so-called Wolff-
Roux law states that bone is deposited wherever mechanically needed and is resorbed
wherever there is no mechanical need. This idea was further developed by Frost who pro-
posed that a mechanically controlled feedback loop is active in bone and regulating bone
mass and architecture. The term mechanostat was coined to describe this process, in anal-
ogy with a thermostat, which switches a heater on or off according to its set-points
[277,278]. Once there is a local mechanical overloading, e.g., due to a new intensive sport
activity or due to a locally reduced bone mass caused by osteoclast resorption, the
mechanostat gives the signal for bone deposition. New bone will be added as long as nor-
mal strains in this local region are regained. The same principle, but with opposite effect
occurs in the case of mechanical disuse, e.g., due to prolonged bed rest. The mechanostat
makes sure that the mechanically dispensable bone is removed. Estimates for the thresh-
olds for local strains are about 0.15–0.3% for bone deposition and 0.01–0.03% for bone
resorption, respectively [277]. Some principal results on the mechanobiological aspects
of bone remodeling [279,280] as investigated using in vivo, in vitro and in silico models
are reviewed in the following sections.

6.2.1. In vivo experiments

The idea of mechanobiological experiments to investigate bone remodeling is to change
the mechanical loading on bone and study the resulting change in bone mass and struc-
ture. This could either be an increase in the mechanical load by e.g., increased exercise
or specific loading devices, or a reduction of the loading, for example by casting, bed rest
or microgravity conditions in space. The challenge in these experiments is to apply a mod-
ified load to the system in a manner that is well defined, and yet minimizes irritations to the
biological system as much as possible [281]. A natural mechanobiological effect can be
observed in racing greyhounds whose leg bones are asymmetrically loaded since they
sprint around the track always in the same counter-clockwise direction. The more strongly
loaded outer bones show denser bone and thicker trabeculae, an effect that recedes with
‘‘retirement’’ [282]. In the search for exercises which have the strongest osteogenic effect
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in humans, it is found that activities like swimming and cycling have no positive influence
on bone mass. Sport activities that involve unusual and sudden loading of the skeleton like
tennis and squash are found to be preferable with respect to bone formation (but probably
not for the joints!) [283]. An extreme example of impact loading occurs during triple jump-
ing where the bones are loaded for a short time beyond 20-times the body weight. A study
on the tibiae of professional triple jumpers reveals a strong influence on bone mass and
size deviating in some parameters from controls by more than 50% [284].

A classic approach in animal experiments is to remove surgically a bone in a limb seg-
ment, where more than one is present, and study the effect on the remaining supporting
bone. Important information is gained from strain gauges, which are directly attached
to the bone surface. The removal of the ulna in pigs results in an increase of the principal
compressive strain by a factor of more than two in the remaining radius. A rapid and sub-
stantial adaptive response in the radius leads to a compensation of the lost ulnar bone area
by new formed bone within three months [285]. Another well-studied invasive animal
model is the avian ulna model in which the bone retains its normal muscular and vascular
attachments. Otherwise, the ulna is completely isolated from any loading input but the one
originating from an external loading apparatus [286]. Important findings are that only a
dynamic and not a static mechanical stimulus of the same strain magnitude elicits a bone
forming response [287], and that higher strain rates provide a greater osteogenic stimulus
in the rat ulna model (Fig. 43) [288]. Surprisingly, as few as four loading cycles per day are
found to be sufficient to maintain the bone mass [286]. The bone loss is also inhibited by
very low, sub-physiological mechanical stimuli of high frequency (30 Hz) [289]. Important
medical implications include the observation that older rats have a reduced sensitivity to
mechanical stimulation [290]. A recently presented non-invasive animal model, i.e., one
that avoids surgery and associated effects on cell metabolism, allows the study of the effect
of loading on both cortical and trabecular bone. A mouse tibia is fixed between two pad-
ded cups and controlled axial loads are applied. The produced strains have to exceed 3-
times the physiological strains during walking and jumping in order to significantly modify
the extent of new bone formation [291].
Fig. 43. Schematic drawing of a non-invasive loading system for the ulna of a rat. The forearm is held between
padded cups and cyclic loading is applied (from [288] with permission).
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A reduced mechanical loading on the skeleton results in bone loss. This effect is most
relevant for the human endeavor of living and working in space. The condition of micro-
gravity causes an uneven bone loss throughout the skeleton with the lower limbs being
most affected. Although non-linear and different in cortical and trabecular bone, the bone
loss can be roughly quantified by 0.4% per month [292]. The ground-based version of
mechanical disuse investigations are bed rest studies in which subjects have to lay in
bed for months. Mechanical disuse not only causes loss of bone, but also muscle volume.
Since the largest forces on the bones are provoked by muscle pull and not simply by grav-
itational forces, it is argued that bone loss is the consequence of a reduction in muscle
force [293]. Striking in all these investigations under reduced loading are the strong
inter-individual variations including subjects more or less ‘‘insensitive’’ to the change in
the mechanical environment.

6.2.2. In vitro experiments

The aim of bone cell culture experiments is to find the cell biological basis of the Wolff-
Roux law [294]. The local mechanical condition must be sensed by cells and translated into
a cellular signal, which is then possibly transmitted to the effector cells at the bone surface:
osteoclasts and osteoblasts. A key role in this mechanotransduction process is typically
assigned to osteocytes (see their location in bone in Fig. 8). An osteoblast, which is left
behind during the remodeling process and therefore completely surrounded by bone
matrix, differentiates to become an osteocyte. The supply with nutrients is ensured through
small channels called canaliculi which are only about 0.2 lm in diameter. The osteocytes
use these canaliculi to reach out their fine cell processes, which can be as many as 80, to
make contact with neighboring osteocytes via gap junctions [295]. In vitro studies show
that bone cells have to be strained on the order of 1–10% to obtain a cellular response,
which is almost an order of magnitude larger than physiological strains. In search for
an amplification system, it is proposed that loading of the bones causes interstitial liquid
to be squeezed through the canicular pores. Due to the ionic composition of the interstitial
liquid, the osteocytes are stimulated not only mechanically from the fluid shear stress, but
also electromagnetically by the strain-generated potentials. The canicular fluid flow theory
[296] is supported from cell culture experiments, which show that the osteocytes are more
mechanosensitive than osteoblasts and fibroblasts, and they react stronger to fluid flow
than to intermittent hydrostatic compression [297]. Comparing the influence of different
modes of fluid flow, it was found that oscillating flow was less potent in stimulating cell
reaction than either steady or pulsing flow [298]. Cell response is classically measured
by the production of prostaglandin and nitric oxide, both important messenger molecules
for bone cells [294,296]. Significant progress has been made in our understanding of how a
mechanical stimulus is processed within the cell, revealing a tremendously complex system
of multiple signaling pathways that control gene expression [299]. The three-dimensional
network of osteocytes, including resting osteoblasts that cover the bone surface, the so-
called lining cells, is hypothesized to act as the mechanosensitive control system, which
collects information about the local mechanical loading necessary to fulfill the function
of the mechanostat [295]. An alternative hypothesis uses microdamage as the crucial ele-
ment that triggers bone remodeling [300]. From the observed strong spatial correlation
between microdamage, controlled osteocyte death and subsequent remodeling events
[301] it is concluded that microscopic cracks disrupt the network of osteocytes resulting
in cell death. Before dying, the osteocytes signal the bone surface to attract osteoclasts
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for removal of damaged bone. This hypothesis is appealing due to the close connection
between a clear mechanical reason for remodeling – removal of microdamage to avoid
fatigue – and the microcracks themselves as stimulus for remodeling.

6.2.3. In silico experiments

In the last 30 years, computational modeling has contributed to our understanding of
bone remodeling and has helped to test our understanding. The obvious advantages of
computer simulations, in particular compared to animal experiments, are that they are
cheap, fast in their realization and usually free from complications [302]. Furthermore,
in a model all the defined parameters are known at every time step without errors of mea-
surement. Although naturally aimed at improving our understanding of reality, a crucial
advantage of models is that they are not from the outset restricted by the ‘‘laws of Nature’’.
Such models can be used to investigate the consequences of design principals that are either
not found or unattainable in Nature. This can help to understand not only ‘‘how’’ biolog-
ical systems work, but even ‘‘why’’ they are realized this way. The results of model
approaches, however, have to be assessed while keeping in mind the massive simplifications
which are required to restrain Nature’s complexity into a manageable mathematical formu-
lation. The hopeless effort to formulate realistic models of biological systems should be
substituted by the search for useful models. Although in silico experiments cannot com-
pletely substitute in vivo experiments, they can improve the design of animal experiments
by increasing the significance of the experimental results [302]. An example of successful
applications of computer models is the improved long-term stability of bone implants [303].

Models of bone remodeling can be classified concerning their accuracy in biological
description, spatial resolution and temporal course: (i) Is the model of the control mech-
anism acting in bone aiming at a description including the specific cell actions or do they
settle for a phenomenological description? (ii) Is the effect of remodeling (specifically in
trabecular bone) described as an action exclusively restricted to the bone surface and
therefore resulting in a movement of the bone surface (surface remodeling), or does the
length scale of the model description already include ‘‘internally’’ several trabeculae and
therefore describe remodeling as an increase/decrease of a bone density variable (internal
remodeling) [302,304]? (iii) Does the model only aim to predict a final state of the bone
structure in the sense of an optimization problem, or is the evolution with time, meant
to reproduce the adaptation process in bone [305]?

Most of the models used include an iterative procedure implemented in a computer pro-
gram. Although an analytical treatment is limited to simple remodeling problems, a short
presentation of the concept of adaptive elasticity proposed by Hegedus and Cowin [306] is
instructive showing the two main model constituents in the form of two equations. The
first equation relates the stress, r, and strain, e, with the structure, which is in this contin-
uous model a function of the density q only,

r ¼ DðqÞe: ð6Þ
For a given external loading, Eq. (6) can be used to calculate the strain e, which acts as the
mechanical stimulus. A second equation, the remodeling rate equation, relates the tempo-
ral change in the density parameter q with a function that depends on two parameters, the
difference of q from a reference value q0, and the mechanical stimulus e,

oq
ot
¼ f ðq� q0; eÞ: ð7Þ
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A simplified remodeling rate equation is obtained by performing a Taylor expansion and
use of a truncated expression of f. The resulting equation is non-linear since the mixed
term between the density and the mechanical stimulus has to be retained to reproduce
the acting feedback loop [302]. We focus our discussion on model structure and recent
developments in simulation of trabecular bone remodeling. For a more general review
on bone adaptation models, see [307].

An iterative computer model, which describes the mechanical feedback loop acting in
bone [308], has as its main constituents the analogues of the two equations above. The first
task is for a given loading to perform a mechanical assessment. This ‘‘mechanical’’ part of
the algorithm calculates the mechanical stimulus in each part of the bone structure. The
second part, where biology enters, is to connect the mechanical stimulus with cell action,
and therefore, with changes in the structure. Fig. 44 shows a schematic outline of the dif-
ferent steps required to simulate the process of bone remodeling. At a certain point in
time, the bone structure and the bone material properties are defined. In a lattice model,
the structure is defined by a set of full voxels corresponding to bone, while empty voxels
define the marrow space [309]. The material properties are generally assumed to be as sim-
ple as possible, i.e., isotropic elastic. An alternative presentation of the structure is through
a continuous density q. The elastic modulus of a element with density q is then obtained
employing a power-law relation for cellular structures, which connects density and elastic
modulus at the apparent level (see Eq. (1) in Section 3.1) [272,310]. Since the loading and
loading history [311] on the simulated bone is not completely known, a simplified loading
pattern is assumed. For simplicity sake, the time dependence of the load is omitted and a
static load instead of a dynamic load is applied in the simulation, since the mechanics
behind both problems are equivalent [107]. The standard technique used to calculate the
stresses and strains in the trabecular structure for a given loading is the finite-element
method. Much faster, but also less accurate methods, include mechanical assessments
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Fig. 44. Model structure of a lattice model for bone remodeling [309]. In the first step a mechanical assessment
gives the mechanical loading in each lattice element. Biology enters in the phenomenological remodeling rules,
which connect stimulus with resorption/deposition probabilities. The structure is changed by removal or adding a
bone packet in form of a voxel element at the bone surface.
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using efficient algorithms [309]. The mechanical information must then be condensed into
a local mechanical stimulus, which requires assumptions about the following question:
What is the mechanical stimulus, i.e., the biologically relevant quantity of the mechanical
loading? Currey distinguished between the ‘‘proximate’’ stimuli the bone cells are reacting
to, and the ‘‘ultimate’’ stimuli as the significant features of the strain environment that are
being reacted to [312] and which is here referred to as mechanical stimulus. Since the
mechanosensitive system does not respond instantaneously, another question is how the
loading signal is integrated over time. Generally the nine tensor components of stresses
and strains are reduced to a scalar quantity like invariants of the strain or stress tensor
(e.g., trace of the strain tensor corresponding to volume change or maximal principal
strain), von Mises stress or strain energy density [313]. Alternatively, damage parameters
have been considered as mechanical stimulus [314]. Selecting a point at the bone surface,
another question arises: how is mechanical information from the bone volume beneath the
selected point processed to result in the remodeling stimulus for bone deposition and
resorption? Not only does the contributing volume have to be specified, but also how
the contributions ‘‘add up’’. Typical assumptions used to solve this include the introduc-
tion of a ‘‘spatial influence function’’ which decays with distance from the surface point
and serves as a weighting function for an otherwise simple summation of the local contri-
butions [315]. The bone structure will change according to the remodeling stimulus at the
bone surface. In lattice models, the remodeling rule for osteoclasts and osteoblasts define
the probability for bone resorption and deposition. Analogous to the exchange of bone
packets in real bone, a bone voxel is added to or removed from the bone surface [309].
In simulation models where the structure is defined by a continuous density, a differential
equation analogous to Eq. (7) is used to perform a local change of the density [310]. Once
the structure is changed, a new iteration in the simulation starts with the mechanical re-
assessment of the structure.

Computer simulations modeling vertebral trabecular bone show that starting with a
homogeneous configuration lead to the emergence of a trabecular network of vertical
and horizontal trabeculae. This structure coarsens with time by a reduction in the number
of trabeculae and a concurrent thickening of the remaining ones. This natural ‘‘aging’’ of
the bone structures can be contrasted to ‘‘disease’’ scenarios, which correspond to the
effects of changes in the mechanical feedback loop (Fig. 45).

A single feedback regulation is sufficient to explain both, the maintenance of the trabec-
ular architecture, and its adaptation to changed external loads, processes normally distin-
guished as remodeling and modeling, respectively [272]. Fig. 46 shows the adaptive
realignment of the trabecular architecture after the loading direction is rotated by 20�
[310]. The use of different mechanical stimuli, like strain–energy–density, principal strain,
volumetric strain and their gradients, respectively, results in similar trabecular architec-
tures [313]. Although first results have been obtained [309,313,316–318] the connection
between the details of the regulation loop and the temporal evolution and the spatial
arrangement of the trabeculae is still unclear.

6.3. Bone healing

The aim of materials science to design and produce self-healing materials has stimulated
increasing interest into how Nature realizes and controls healing responses. Perhaps the
most striking example is the complete regrowth of lost limbs in salamanders [319].



Fig. 46. Changing the external loading (rotation by 20�), results in an adaptive response of the structure by a
reorientation of the trabeculae along the new loading direction (from [310] with permission).

Fig. 45. Time evolution of the trabecular architecture in two different model scenarios, normal mechanosen-
sitivity of the bone cells (top row) [309] and reduced sensitivity (bottom row). The structure ‘‘ages’’ by a reduction
of the trabeculae and a thickening of the remaining ones. Insets on the top show the comparison with real bone of
young and old age. Reduced mechanosensitivity reduces the bone mass, and the architecture is characterized by a
low number of horizontal trabeculae. Simulated bone specimen has a side length of approximately 3 cm.
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Although such limb regeneration does not occur in humans, bone healing is an example of
how even after significant damage, the human biological system can not only return to full
functionality, but completely restore the initial structure. In contrast to other tissues,
which are repaired by producing scar tissue, bone has the capability to regenerate itself,
thereby returning basically to the pre-fracture state. Since the underlying biology and gene
expression resembles strikingly what happens during the bone development in the embry-
onic phase, it is hypothesized that in bone regeneration basic steps of skeletal development
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are recapitulated [320]. In addition to biological factors [321], such as the importance of
restoring the vascularization to avoid cell death due to lack of oxygen and the overwhelm-
ing presence of signaling molecules, the mechanical loading within the fracture site plays a
crucial role for the healing [322,323].

Already the fundamental distinction between primary and secondary fracture healing is
based on how the fracture is stabilized. Primary (or direct) fracture healing occurs when
the fracture fragments are immobilized and ideally compressed against each other. The
remaining gap is bridged by bone remodeling with the creation of new osteons that con-
nect the two bone fragments. Although such a direct healing would seem to be the ideal
healing response, it has the disadvantage besides surgical problems, that the broken bone
remains unstable for months and even years until healing is complete [270]. In this time
reloading must be avoided.

For the situation in which small movements of the fracture fragments is allowed, heal-
ing proceeds via a stabilization of the bone fragments through the formation of an external
callus [324]. The different stages of secondary bone healing in a long bone like a femur or a
tibia can be summarized as follows: The starting point of a bone fracture is typically an
incident in which the bone is loaded beyond its maximal strength. Beside the disruption
of the bone material, the blood supply, most importantly in the periosteum or outer ‘‘skin’’
layer of the bone, is interrupted and cells die. The incipient inflammation has three tasks:
to clean the fracture region from dead material, to initiate processes to restore the blood
supply, and to congregate mesenchymal stem cells (Fig. 47). A key process, which is
thought to be mechanically regulated, is the differentiation of these precursor cells into
cells that can produce different tissues: cartilage, fibro-cartilage, fibrous tissue and bone.
Interestingly, in secondary healing not only the direct formation of bone in a process
called intramembranous ossification occurs (Fig. 47), but also an ossification process
which involves a ‘‘detour’’ via the formation of cartilage (endochondral ossification)
Fig. 47. Different phases in secondary fracture healing: the formation of a hematoma in the inflammatory phase
(a); new bone formation at the outside of the bone fragments by intramembranous ossification (b); the cartilage
within the fracture gap mineralizes (c) and a bone bridge is formed at the outside of the fracture fragments (d)
leading to a union of the bone fragments; shaded boxes refer to areas of investigation and should be neglected
(adapted from [325] with permission).
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(Fig. 47). This detour in the ‘‘material selection’’ is accompanied by a geometrical detour
by not immediately constructing an osseous bridge between the fracture ends. Instead a
hard bone shell is formed around the fracture site, while the fracture gap itself is filled with
soft tissue (cartilage), which then mineralizes and is finally substituted by bone. In the final
phase bone remodeling and resorption take over leading to a removal of the, at this point
dispensable, bone around the original fracture and therefore completing the restoration of
the broken bone [322,323]. The essence of secondary fracture healing is consequently a fast
reaction which aims at stabilizing the fracture gap by the formation of a transient over-
dimensioned biological splint. The fracture ends themselves are joined together in a ‘‘ten-
tative’’ process which essentially follows the course known from bone development. This
intricate, though indirect, method of bone healing, nevertheless allows a fast return to pre-
fracture values of bone strength and stiffness.

6.3.1. Mechanobiological experiments of fracture healing

Over the last four decades, controlled animal experiments have been the key for a better
understanding of the influence of mechanics on bone healing. A classical model is the
sheep, which has a mass comparable to humans but due to having four legs the effect
of gravity is reduced by a factor two. A transverse diaphyseal osteotomy of a long bone
like the tibia is performed, i.e., the bone is cut into two at its mid-shaft. Parameters which
are controlled are the gap size between the two bone ends [326] and the mechanical loading
and the strain within the gap [327–329], respectively, using sophisticated fixation devices.
The loading within the fracture gap during healing can be estimated by performing a gait
analysis on the animals [330,331] and by direct mechanical characterization of the fixation
devices outside of the animal. The importance of mechanical factors becomes obvious
from the results of the two extreme cases of fixation; with either high or low rigidity. If
the fixation is too rigid, the system does not form a stabilizing callus and the gap is con-
sequently not bridged successfully by new bone. For fixations that are insufficiently rigid,
again non-union occurs, this time through the formation of a false joint with cartilage caps
at the ends of the fracture fragments [327]. The aim is now to find within these two
extremes the mechanical environment which optimally fosters the healing process. It is
demonstrated that cyclic interfragmentary micromotion applied only for short periods
early in the healing period result in a significant improvement in healing [332].

6.3.2. Mechanobiological theories of fracture healing

The first clues that cell differentiation during fracture healing is mechanically controlled
date back to the late 19th century and were again formulated by Roux [333]. The Inter-
fragmentary Strain Theory proposed by Perren and Cordey states that the fracture gap
can be filled only with a tissue which can withstand the strain in the fracture gap without
rupture [334]. This implicates that the facture gap is initially occupied by a tough, but gen-
erally soft tissue. Healing proceeds by successive steps of tissue formation of increasing
stiffness (or decreasing strain tolerance). The soft, tough tissue which forms initially, low-
ers the interfragmentary strain sufficiently to allow the next tissue (stiffer and less tough) to
fill the gap, therefore further reducing the interfragmentary strain. This progressive
increase in the elastic modulus of the regenerating tissue leads finally to a sufficient reduc-
tion of the strain within the gap so that the least strain tolerant tissue, bone, can fill the
gap, bringing back the strain levels to normal values. A gross simplification of the theory
is that it does not consider the complex heterogeneous loading pattern present in the



Fig. 48. Schematic presentation of Pauwels’ idea of how the mechanical stimulus influences tissue differentiation.
Predominant deviatoric stress (or here strain) causes connective tissue formation, while hydrostatic pressure leads
to the formation of cartilage (from [336] with permission).
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callus. Based on the division of the stress into a dilatational (hydrostatic, and therefore
causing only volume change) and deviatoric components (causing only shape change),
Pauwels proposed that tissue differentiation is routed by which of the two stress compo-
nents dominates. While hydrostatic compression stimulates cell differentiation towards
cartilage, deviatoric stress is responsible for the formation of connective tissue [335]
(Fig. 48). This idea can be condensed in a kind of ‘‘phase diagram’’, where the parameter
space defined by the mechanical stimuli (here, the hydrostatic and the deviatoric stress) is
subdivided into regions of different tissue differentiation.

The phase diagram of tissue differentiation is further refined to include the possibility of
direct bone formation at low stress levels. Furthermore, the possibility of tensile hydro-
static stresses is also taken into account [337]. Since biological responses seem to be linked
to changes in cell shape and deformations of the surrounding matrix, it is further argued
that the appropriate mechanical quantities for the formulation of the phase diagram
should be strain measures rather than stress measures [338]. A big unknown in all
mechanobiological theories is how to deal with the complex loading history. Here, an anal-
ysis in number of loading cycles with given amplitude and frequency is proposed [337].
Carter et al. include also non-mechanical factors in their model arguing that poor vascu-
larity can divert tissue differentiation from a bone pathway towards cartilage [337]. A for-
mulation in quantitative terms hypothesizes that intramembranous ossification is only
possible in the low strain regime smaller than 5% and below a hydrostatic pressures of
�0.15 MPa. For larger pressures, endochondral ossification occurs as long as the strains
do not exceed 15% [339]. A different approach views the tissues not only as elastic mate-
rials but as material composed of a solid and liquid phase [340]. The loading of the tissue
not only causes a deformation, but also a fluid flow which can stimulate the cells. Cell



Fig. 49. Fracture healing patterns predicted from computer simulations based on a poroelastic finite-element
model. The different stages from cartilage formation in the fracture gap, development of an osseous bridge at the
outside and finally bone resorption after a direct bone bridge was formed between the fracture ends (from [342]
with permission).
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differentiation is then described within a phase diagram with shear strain and fluid flow
defining the axis [341]. In general, a phase diagram provides only the path of tissue differ-
entiation, but not how fast the differentiation proceeds. To go beyond a static survey
towards a dynamical description of healing, the rates of tissue differentiation have to be
defined in form of regulation rules. Using a biphasic poroelastic finite-element model,
Prendergast and co-workers simulated the time-course of tissue differentiation during frac-
ture healing. Their results of the effect of gap size and loading magnitude are in reasonable
agreement with experimental observations (Fig. 49) [342]. Considering a finite diffusion
constant with which the precursor cells spread over the callus, the origin of the precursor
cells – surrounding muscle, bone marrow or periosteum – have a massive effect on the
healing pattern [343]. Having different mechanobiological theories of fracture healing at
hand, a natural question which arises is: ‘‘which one is the best?’’ A comparative study
shows that all proposed theories predict satisfactorily the spatial and temporal tissue dif-
ferentiation patterns in normal fracture healing. Surprisingly, a healing model considering
only tissue deformation as mechanical stimulus also accurately predicted the course of
normal healing [344]. The simulations models differ in their predictions for healing under
torsion loading. None of them successfully predict the course of healing as observed in ani-
mal experiments, however, the model based on deviatoric strain and fluid velocity give
results that are closest to experiments [345].

The focus on the mechanobiological aspect of bone fracture healing in the selection of
research presented above, should not mislead the reader in underestimating the impor-
tance of biological stimuli during the healing. Cytokines, like bone morphogenetic pro-
teins to name only one important family, demonstrate a high potency to induce bone
in vitro in animal models [346]. Interestingly, this potency could not be successfully
repeated in human patients [347]. Initial attempts to include biological stimuli in compu-
tational models have been performed [348,349], but it remains unclear how to deal with the
complexity of the regulatory cytokine network and also the probable coupling between
mechanical and biological stimuli. An optimistic assessment of future computational mod-
els of fracture healing is based on animal experiments with a well-defined geometry and
loading, and with histological and mechanical data of the fracture callus for multiple time
points during healing. Reliable data will significantly help to separate successful from less
successful model approaches. With a set of regulation rules for tissue differentiation which
allow a realistic reproduction of the healing process, simulations can then be used to gain
insight into the significance and the robustness of these rules. This will in turn improving
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the understanding of the regulatory mechanism which may inspire the construction of
man-made self-healing materials. With the progress in our understanding of genetic signal-
ing pathways, the long-time goal has to be to go beyond the phenomenological regulation
rules used in the models nowadays and to include our knowledge about mechanotransduc-
tion in cells [350]. It will be an exciting moment when bottom-up approaches, nowadays
typically referred to as systems biology [351], make contact with the top-down mechano-
biological models of fracture healing.

7. Outlook

Biological materials have evolved to their intriguing structures in a very long evolution-
ary process. Nevertheless, it is not evident at all that the lessons learned from biological
materials will be directly applicable to the design of new engineering materials. Indeed,
bio-inspiration is not just a consequence of an observation of naturally occurring struc-
tures. The reason is that Nature has to live with boundary conditions which might not
be relevant in the engineering problem, but which might be important for the development
of the structure observed [352]. While it is true that the structures we observe are probably
good solutions found by a long adaptation process during evolution, we do not exactly
know which problems has been solved in this way. The reason for a given structure found
in Nature may just be to provide a strong material but also to meet some quite different
biological constraints. This implies that we might be fooled, if we just take solutions found
by Nature as optimal for a certain requirement which we hardly know. As a consequence,
we have to study carefully the biological system and understand the structure–function
relation of the biological material in the context of its physical and biological constraints.
We hope that the present review may provide the materials scientist with some basic infor-
mation on the relation between structure, properties and biological function, at least in a
few prominent examples of biological materials. We believe that biomimetic materials sci-
ence has a great potential for finding new solutions of engineering problems, provided the
biological materials are studied within their natural biological context.
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